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Ubiquitous surveillance has become part of our lives to increase security and safety. Despite the wide
application of surveillance systems, their efficiency is limited by human factors, such as boredom
and fatigue; because most of the time, nothing unusual happens. In safety-critical applications,
time is essential and it is vital to act fast to prevent costly incidents. This thesis proposes a two-
stage abnormal crowd event detection framework based on k-means clustering in the first stage, and
sparse representation based methods in the second stage, to alleviate the laborious task of video
monitoring.

We conduct a literature review of 18 studies, where we specifically focus on sparse representation
based methods. Accordingly, we choose the spatio-temporal gradient feature due to its simplicity,
efficiency, and effectiveness in motion representation. After extracting features only from normal
events, k-means clustering is applied to separate different motion feature clusters. Then, clusters
with smaller samples, which are deemed to contain mostly abnormal features, are removed accord-
ing to a threshold. In the second stage, we learn a dictionary for each remaining cluster using the
approximate K-SVD algorithm. In testing, the reconstruction error of a feature against a learned
dictionary and its sparse representation is used to determine an abnormality. We conduct extensive
experiments on a standard dataset to evaluate the detection performance of the method. Further-
more, the effect of hyper-parameters in our method is investigated. We also compare our method
with different methods to examine its effectiveness.

Results indicate that our abnormal event detection framework can successfully understand abnor-
mal events in a scene while running in real-time at 161 frames per second. With a few exceptions, no
significant advantage of the two-stage sparse representation approach over a single large dictionary
was found. We speculate that these results may be influenced by a small sample size. Nevertheless,
our approach, due to its unsupervised nature, can be adapted to different contexts without addi-
tional annotation effort and using only normal events from videos. Therefore it motivates us for
further development.
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1 Introduction

There is a growing demand for video surveillance due to increasing security and
safety concerns. Now that closed-circuit television (CCTV) cameras are affordable
and easy to deploy, they have become ubiquitous. The primary goal of video surveil-
lance is to monitor continuously, identify suspicious events, and take further actions
if possible, to prevent undesired circumstances. Despite vast numbers of CCTV
cameras being used, their effectiveness is often limited by human factors. Some lim-
itations are fatigue, boredom, and the capability of the operators to track a certain
amount of cameras. Moreover, interesting events are infrequent so that constant
human attention is required all the time. All these reasons necessitate an intelligent
video analytics system to alleviate the labour-intensive task. In this work, we focus
on understanding abnormal crowd events in videos.

Abnormal event detection aims to find out the behaviours that are considerably
distinct from ordinary events in a time range and to locate a region of interests in
a scene, such as by visualising to a user as bounding boxes, and possibly generate
alarms or notify human agents to take action. For example, players running in a
football match is a normal activity; whereas, a person suddenly running in the crowd
may be inferred as an indication of illegal activity. What is abnormal depends on
a context as well as application areas; still, we assume one can distinguish what
constitutes an abnormal event in any scene.

Visual-based abnormal event detection covers various application areas; though,
most applications are mainly for security and safety purposes. Some highlighted
applications in surveys include detecting petty crime, violence, abandoned object,
people loitering in an area, perimeter breach, intrusion, traffic law violation, and
fall detection for older people [PW12, SRB12, LCW+15, MZ18]. This list is by no
means exhaustive. It can be extended even more if we also include other research
topics, such as action recognition.

Understanding "What is the abnormal event?" in a scene, is trivial for humans,
whereas difficult for computers due to many challenges. The visual complexity of a
scene is one factor: a sufficient quality of input data, lighting conditions, distance
and position of sensors, the density of the moving objects in a scene. Understanding
activities in a crowded scene is even a difficult task for a human due to occlusion.
The techniques, interaction of objects, and contextual types of anomalies are studied
differently in crowded scenes [PW12, LCW+15]. Another factor is the contextual
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complexity of a scene. For instance, in the P-REACT project, it is noted that
identifying bike thieves from the owners was very difficult and resulting in high false
alarm rates [Doy16]. Humans may do the same tasks differently, or some tasks may
exhibit a similar movement pattern. Other well-known challenges are concerning
technical feasibilities and practical matters: high detection and low false alarm rate,
runtime performance to meet a real-time surveillance need, budget requirements.
Legal restrictions have started to be another variable in selecting video analytics
after the General Data Protection Regulation (GDPR) law. All these factors in this
topic make the abnormal event detection a non-trivial task.

Despite the challenges, vast amounts of research are available in the literature. Re-
search efforts are mainly in two directions: feature extraction techniques and learn-
ing methods. Several feature extraction techniques exist for representation of events
in a scene: handcrafted features such as spatio-temporal features [LSJ13, YLS17,
GDL19], trajectory features [ZFFX11, CYL13, LLXZ18], or learned features, e.g.
using deep learning [SFH16, SWXS18, CXYC19]. Earlier research put forward rule-
based techniques; but, this paradigm has shifted towards data-driven methods due
to limited robustness and scalability of handling unseen abnormal events [PW12].

In general, there is a great variety of data-driven methods for abnormal event de-
tection, which are reviewed in great detail by the studies [SRB12, PW12, LCW+15,
MZ18]. However, as there are many different types of "abnormal", the use of tra-
ditional supervised learning methods in abnormality detection is impractical. The
main reason is the annotated data requirements to learn every possible abnormal
event. Therefore, most of the existing methods learn only normal events by em-
ploying unsupervised learning algorithms [ZFFX11, CYL13, LSJ13, SFH16, XLJ16,
ISPA18]. In this thesis, we utilise sparsity-based methods, similarly to model normal
events in a scene.

Sparse representation based methods have been proven to be useful for the abnormal
event detection task. The main idea is to represent normal events as sparse linear
combinations of a set of basis vectors that are learned from training videos. The
key assumption is that normal events are likely to generate sparse reconstruction
coefficients; whereas, abnormal events more dense representation. Results based on
this assumption are mostly positive; many scientific studies that use the same idea
have achieved state-of-the-art results, e.g. [ZFFX11, CYL13, LSJ13]. Although a
limitation with these methods, in general, is the runtime performance, they perform
well in detecting anomalies in the case of a limited amount of data in an unsupervised
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fashion.

In this thesis, we propose a two-stage sparse representation based abnormal crowd
event detection algorithm. First, we extract spatio-temporal volumes in which gra-
dient along the temporal dimension is computed. Features are extracted from only
normal events and do not require any annotation during the training stage. Hence,
the learning task is unsupervised. Unlike some existing sparsity-based methods
[LSJ13, MH17], we do not enforce in the training and testing stages for features to
be from the same spatial location. Instead, after the feature extraction, we apply
k-means clustering to find clusters representing different types of motion features.
Next, we remove clusters that contain few samples according to a threshold. We
assume these clusters contain noisy features. Our method in a way is similar to
the method proposed by Ionescu et al. [ISPA18]. We learn a dictionary for each
remaining cluster using the approximate K-SVD (AKSVD) algorithm [RZE08]. In
the testing stage, for each learned dictionary, we compute the reconstruction er-
ror of a spatio-temporal gradient feature with respect to a learned dictionary and
sparse coefficients. Based on a predefined normality threshold, and the minimum of
reconstruction errors, an abnormal event feature is classified.

The rest of this thesis is organised as follows. Section 2 provides an introduction to
the algorithms used in this thesis. In Section 3, we conduct a literature review on
18 studies, specifically focused on sparse representation based methods. Section 4
presents the proposed method. That is, a two-stage sparse representation based ab-
normal event detection framework. Next, experiments and results are demonstrated
in Section 5. Section 6 is where we discuss the findings and limitations of our work.
Lastly, Section 7 summarises and concludes the thesis.
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2 Background

In this section, we introduce the preliminary concepts and algorithms that we use in
our study. First, we formulate the abnormality detection problem within the sparse
representation model.

Problem statement. From a given video, training features X = [x1, ..., xN ] ∈
RP×N are extracted, where each xi ∈ RP , P is a feature size and N is a sample size.
A normal event dictionary D = [d1, ..., dK ] ∈ RP×K is learned using X under some
sparsity-inducing constraint ψ,where K is number of columns (also called atoms or
basis vectors) in dictionary D. We wish to encode a new test instance x′ as a sparse
linear combinations of atoms a ∈ RK in D. Mathematically this is expressed as

â = arg min
a

∥∥x′ −Da∥∥2
2

subject to ψ(a) ≤ ζ.
(2.1)

The sparsity-inducing constraint ψ(.) can be, e.g. `1-norm, and ζ is the sparsity
controlling hyper-parameter. An abnormal event can be detected as a result of the
large reconstruction error from ‖x′ −D â‖22 and using a predefined threshold.

One can see that there are two sub-problems to consider:

• How to encode input features sparsely from a fixed dictionary?

• Given a set of normal event features, how do we find a dictionary such that it
promotes sparsity and represents input data well?

2.1 Sparse coding

Sparse coding (sometimes called sparse approximation) is a set of unsupervised
algorithms to find an efficient and compact representation of an input signal x ∈ RP

using a small number of elements from a set of basis vectors that are called atoms.
Sparsity is motivated by the fact that the natural signals such as image, video, or
audio contain high regularities; and they can be represented efficiently given that
the objective is to maximise sparsity [OF96]. We formally express the sparse coding
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problem as

a∗ = arg min
a
‖a‖0 subject to x = Da. (2.2)

In this formulation, a∗ is the sparse representation of x, a ∈ RK is the sparse coef-
ficient vector, ‖.‖0 is the pseudo-norm function, often referred to as `0-norm, which
counts non-zero entries of a vector, and D = [d1, ..., dk] ∈ RP×K is the dictionary.
Each atom dk is arranged as columns in D, and we assume D to be overcomplete,
i.e. P << K. The term sparse means that a coefficient vector contains a small
number of non-zero elements relative to the total number of atoms in a dictionary
K. Figure 1 illustrates the schematic of sparse coding.

Figure 1: Schematic diagram of sparse coding

Actually, it is is not desired to compute the exact solution of (2.2) because of, e.g.
the overfitting problem. Instead, an approximate solution x ≈ Da is used often:

min
a
‖a‖0 subject to ‖x−Da‖22 ≤ ε. (2.3)

In (2.3), an approximation of the sparse coding problem is shown using error con-
straint ε. There is also an equivalent formulation, where the sparsity is imposed as
a constraint:

min
a
‖x−Da‖22 subject to ‖a‖0 ≤ ζ. (2.4)

Here, we note that we only consider the traditional sparse coding formulation, where
input data is modelled using natural image patches. The patch based image models
are used with great success in many image processing tasks, such as denoising,
inpainting etc. in which an image is encoded patch by patch. Patches with a given
size can be extracted from overlapping or non-overlapping regions from an image. An
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extension to complete images can be achieved by, e.g. convolutional sparse coding ;
however, we will not study it in our work. We illustrate the idea of sparse coding
for representing natural image patches in Figure 2. The figure shows a dictionary
with 64 atoms learned using natural image patches, and a test sample patch is
approximated as a sum of three dictionary atoms with the corresponding coefficients,
i.e. sparse linear combinations of atoms.

Figure 2: Sparse coding illustration on natural images. The image is based on the
sparse coding lecture slides by Andrew Ng2.

Solving the problem presented in (2.2) is known to be an NP-hard problem. One can
observe this by simply solving it as a combinatorial optimisation problem. Suppose
our goal is to represent an image patch using no more than ζ = 50 atoms with a
dictionary having K = 1000 atoms. The search space equals to

(
K
ζ

)
=
(
1000
50

)
≈

9 × 1084. Obviously, with more dictionary atoms, which is usually the case in
image processing, the search space becomes even larger. Thus, the straightforward
approach is infeasible.

In consideration of approximate solutions of (2.3) or (2.4), there are generally two
strategies used: convex relaxations of `0-norm and greedy methods.

2Image classification using Sparse Coding by Andrew Ng - http://ufldl.stanford.edu/eccv10-
tutorial/eccv10_tutorial_part2.ppt
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`1-norm convex relaxation. First approach is convex relaxation of the `0-norm
constraint in (2.2), which can be replaced by, e.g. `1-norm (‖a‖1 =

∑
i|ai|). We show

the two common formulations of `1-norm approximations as

min
a
‖a‖1 subject to ‖x−Da‖22 ≤ ε (2.5)

and

min
a

1

2
‖x−Da‖22 + λ‖a‖1 . (2.6)

Note that the formulations in (2.5) and (2.6) are equivalent, and they fall into `1
regularised least square problems. The formula (2.6) is well-known in statistics and
machine learning community as least absolute shrinkage and selection operator (in
short LASSO) [Tib96]. Let λ ∈ [0,∞) denotes the regularisation penalty. For
the larger values of λ, the sum of absolute values (`1-norm) of a is penalised, as
a result we get sparse coefficients of a. In other words, the aim is to minimise `1-
norm coefficients on contrary to directly seeking for the sparse representation. Over
decades, there has been many efficient `1 solvers in the literature. Here we name only
the few famous ones: LASSO [Tib96], least-angle regression (LARS) [EHJ+04], fast
iterative shrinkage-thresholding algorithm (FISTA) [BT09]. The main advantage of
`1-norm approximation over greedy methods is the capability of inducing sparsity
more effectively. Though the computational complexity is much higher than the
greedy methods [MBP+14].

Greedy methods. An alternative strategy to solve (2.2) is the use of greedy-type
methods, which can be roughly categorised as pursuit or thresholding algorithms.
Representative examples of pursuit algorithms are matching pursuit [MZ93] and or-
thogonal matching pursuit (OMP) [PRK93]. The basic working principle can be
described in two steps: starting with an empty coefficient set, we add an "active"
atom and optimise it iteratively. This idea is central to the matching pursuit algo-
rithm [MZ93].

As opposed to pursuit algorithms, in thresholding algorithms after an atom selec-
tion, there is a pruning step. We show the iterative hard thresholding algorithm
by Blumensath and Davies as an example thresholding algorithm [BD09]. In this
method, the "hard thresholding" function does the pruning, which aims to find
a fixed number of largest elements (controlled by a hyper-parameter) from input
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data, and sets rest of elements to zero. By alternating between the two steps in each
iteration, the method computes active atoms of the sparse coefficient vector a.

Orthogonal matching pursuit

The orthogonal matching pursuit algorithm, introduced by Pati el al. [PRK93], is a
greedy method to approximate the solution of the sparse coding problems given by
(2.3) or (2.4). The algorithm works almost identical for both of the variants, and
only stopping conditions differ.

In each iteration, the algorithm first finds an atom that has the maximum correla-
tion with the current residual, see line 5. Then, the algorithm computes the least
square estimation error of the sub-dictionary of atoms that are found so far (line
7). Computing the least square ‖x−DAanew‖22 in a closed-form can be achieved by
Moore-Penrose pseudoinverse (DTD)−1DTx, where A is the active atom set, and
DA is the dictionary of chosen atoms in A. In another way, we can think this op-
eration as an orthogonal projection of x onto DA. The orthogonalisation ensures
in each iteration that the residual is orthogonal to the current input approximation
[RZE08]. It also implies that we only need to compute selected atoms once. Follow-
ing then the residual is computed repeatedly until we reach the target sparsity ζ or
the residual reaches to target error ε.

Algorithm 1 Orthogonal matching pursuit [PRK93]
1: Input: image patch x ∈ RP , dictionary D ∈ RP×K , stopping criterion ζ or ε
2: Output: sparse coefficients vector a ∈ RK

3: Initialise: active atoms A = ∅, residual res = x, a = ~0

4: while |A| < ζ if ζ is given, or ‖x−Da‖22 > ε if ε is given do

5: anew = arg maxa
|dTa res|
‖da‖2

. Find an atom with max. correlation with res
6: A = A ∪ anew . Add the new atom to the set
7: a = arg minanew

‖x−DAanew‖22 . compute least square: a = (DTD)−1DTx

8: res = x−DAa . Calculate the residual
9: end while
10: return a

However, we note that the inversion of (DTD) can be costly, especially inversion
of a large dictionary. Instead of explicitly performing this operation, Cholesky or
QR factorisation is performed [RZE08, MBP+14]. In our work, we used a very
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efficient orthogonal matching pursuit variant called batch-OMP by Rubinstein et al.
[RZE08], which employs Cholesky factorisation and performs sparse coding over a
large set of inputs. Alternative acceleration techniques for the OMP algorithm are
mentioned by Rubinstein et al. (2008) and Mairal et al. (2014) [RZE08, MBP+14].

2.2 Dictionary learning

In the previous section, we assumed that a dictionary for sparse coding is given as
input. It was indeed the case in early research. A fixed set of atoms formed as
columns in a dictionary is used to encode input signals sparsely. Discrete cosine
transform, illustrated in Figure 3, is a famous example of a pre-fixed dictionary in
compressed sensing literature, which is used in the JPEG image compression algo-
rithm. Even though a predefined dictionary has a low computational cost, for more
complicated tasks such as abnormality detection, it does not generalise well to data.
It has been later shown by Olshausen and Field [OF97] that learning a dictionary
from input data leads to a more efficient and compact sparse representation.

Figure 3: 8 × 8 two-dimensional discrete cosine transform frequencies are used as
dictionary atoms. The image is taken from Wikipedia4.

Let us formally define the dictionary learning problem. The goal of dictionary
learning is to find a dictionary D = [d1, ..., dK ] ∈ RP×K and a sparse coefficient
matrix A = [a1, ..., aN ] ∈ RK×N from the input data X = [x1, ..., xN ] ∈ RP×N

such that the reconstruction error ‖X −DA‖2F is minimised with a target sparsity
constraint. It is formulated as the following optimisation problem

(D,A) = arg min
D,A

‖X −DA‖2F subject to ‖ai‖0 ≤ ζ ∀i, (2.7)

4Wikipedia discrete cosine transform - https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Discrete_cosine_transform
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where ‖.‖F denotes the Frobenius norm, defined as ‖X‖F =
∑N

i

∑P
j (X2

i,j). Addi-
tionally, each dictionary atom dk is required to satisfy ‖dk‖22 ≤ 1 constraint. This is
to prevent a dictionary atom from being huge value, which in return it would make
sparse coefficients very small. Such operation often is stated in the literature as the
Euclidean projection ΠC onto a convex set C, where C is the convex set of matrices
satisfying

C
def
== {D ∈ RP×K , subject to dkd

T
k ≤ 1 ∀k = 1, ..., K}. (2.8)

The objective function for the optimisation problem presented in (2.7) is not jointly
convex in dictionary D and sparse coefficient matrix A. However, it is convex if
we alternate between optimising D while A is fixed, and vice versa. This is a
very common technique in dictionary learning algorithms and it is called alternating
minimisation or sometimes block-coordinate descent. We give an outline of the
alternating minimisation scheme in Algorithm 2 for solving the dictionary learning
problem (2.7).

Algorithm 2 Outline of alternating minimisation scheme to solve (2.7)
1: Input: input data X ∈ RP×N , initial dictionary D0 ∈ RP×K in C, target

sparsity ζ, number of iterations T
2: Output: Learned dictionary D in C
3: for t = 1,...,T do
4: Find sparse codes A with target sparsity ζ
5: Update dictionary D
6: end for
7: Output: Learned dictionary D, sparse coefficient matrix A ∈ RK×N

8: return D

Having a good initial dictionary is important as dictionary learning algorithms of-
ten aims to improve a given initial dictionary rather than finding an optimal one
[AEB06]. There are a few choices used in practice to compute an initial dictionary:

1. Initialise a dictionary using random values.

2. Take random samples from input data.

3. Initialise dictionary using clustering algorithms, e.g. the K-means algorithm
can be used to take cluster centres as dictionary atoms.
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4. Use a matrix factorisation technique, e.g. the singular value decomposition to
compute an initial dictionary.

Different choices of sparse coding algorithms, dictionary update steps, and prior
assumptions about input data have led to many variants of dictionary learning
algorithms. Here, we have only covered unsupervised dictionary learning algorithms.
The most prominent dictionary learning algorithms include the stochastic projected
gradient descent [OF97], the method of optimal directions [EAH99], the K-SVD
[AEB06, RZE08], and the online dictionary learning [MBPS09]. We note that all
these algorithms are following the similar alternating minimisation technique. Now
we will review these algorithms in detail.

Stochastic projected gradient descent. Olshausen and Field [OF97] propose
the first algorithm to solve the dictionary learning problem presented in (2.7). How-
ever, they model the sparsity as a prior probability distribution over sparse codes
rather than, e.g. `1-norm. For simplicity, we show this as ψ(a) as in a sparsity-
inducer function. In each iteration, the algorithm takes only one sample from the
input. It finds sparse codes and proceeds to dictionary update. The problem con-
sidered now is the following

min
D

N∑
i=1

f(xi, D) (2.9)

and

f(xi, D)
def
== min

a
‖xi −Da‖22 subject to ψ(a) ≤ ζ. (2.10)

In the dictionary update step, gradient descent of (2.10) with respect to dictionary
D is calculated, i.e. ∇Df(xi, D). The gradient is given by

∇Df(xi, D) = 2(Dai − xi)aTi . (2.11)

After, the dictionary is updated, it is then projected onto unit `2 ball (dk = dk
‖dk‖2

)
to prevent dictionary atoms from growing out-bound. This is shown as

Dt+1 = ΠC(Dt − ηt∇Df(xi, Dt)), (2.12)
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where η is the step size in gradient descent. Stochastic gradient descent performs
well if a good η is found in data-independent way [MBPS09]. However, in practice,
it is very challenging to find an appropriate value for η. We give a summary of the
stochastic projected gradient descent in Algorithm 3.

Algorithm 3 Stochastic projected gradient descent
1: Input: input data X ∈ RP×N , initial dictionary D0 ∈ RP×K in C, target

sparsity ζ, number of iterations T , step size η
2: Output: Learned dictionary D in C
3: for t=1,...,T do
4: Take one sample xi from X randomly
5: Find sparse code ai with target sparsity ζ:

ai = arg min
a
‖xi −Da‖22 subject to ψ(a) ≤ ζ (2.10)

6: Update dictionary D:

Dt+1 = ΠC (Dt − ηt 2(Dai − xi) aTi )

7: end for
8: Output: Learned dictionary D, sparse coefficient matrix A ∈ RK×N

9: return D

Instead of taking one sample in each iteration, a practical extension is to take a set
of samples from input data and perform the same from line 4–6. The extension is
called mini-batch gradient descent in the literature. We do not show this variant
here.

Method of optimal directions. The algorithm proposed by Engan et al. is ad-
dressing the formulation (2.7) [EAH99]. They have applied the method of optimal
directions (MOD) algorithm to approximate speech and electrocardiogram signals.
Similarly, the algorithm alternates between sparse coding and dictionary update
steps, as in Algorithm 2. Sparse coding is performed individually to each input sam-
ple using any methods presented in the earlier section. The main difference is in the
dictionary update step. With a fixed sparse representation matrix A, the dictionary
is updated iteratively from the analytical solution of D = arg minD‖X −DA‖2F .
This can be found as D = X(A)+, where (A)+ denotes a Moore-Penrose pseudo-
inverse, so that the dictionary is updated according to D = XAT (AAT )−1 [EAH99].
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K-SVD. A more recent algorithm to efficiently learn overcomplete dictionaries for
sparse representation is proposed by Aharon et al. [AEB06]. The K-SVD algorithm
similarly iterates between sparse coding and dictionary update steps. Since it is
addressing (2.7) to find sparse coefficients, any pursuit algorithms can be used.
However, due to the efficiency reasons, often, the OMP algorithm is used. Differently
from the MOD, instead of matrix inversion, a dictionary update is performed one
atom at a time in a block-coordinate fashion. That is, optimisation is done for each
dictionary atom individually while keeping other variables fixed.

The main contribution of the K-SVD algorithm is in the dictionary update step.
When updating the dictionary atom dk, for each k = 1, ..., K, the algorithm first
seeks to find an index set from the input data X, in which the dictionary atom dk is
used in the sparse representation. Let us denote the index set of these data points
as I. Next, for all indices in I, except the kth atom, i.e. without the contribution
of dk, the residual matrix E is computed as E = XI −DAI . The K-SVD algorithm
updates the dictionary atom d and sparse coefficients a by minimising

(d, a) = arg min
d,a

∥∥∥E − d aT∥∥∥2
F

subject to ‖d‖2 = 1. (2.13)

The K-SVD algorithm uses the singular value decomposition (SVD) technique to
factorise the residual matrix E = UΣV T , and dk is updated according to the first
column of U , i.e. dk = U1. The dictionary is updated until all atoms are done
[AEB06, RZE08].

However, the SVD is an expensive operation as well as memory consuming in the
K-SVD algorithm, due to the size of E being relative to the input X. And in
practice, the input can be huge. Rubinstein et al. propose the approximate K-SVD
algorithm (AKSVD) [RZE08] to address this. The residual matrix E computation
is alternated to another iteration to speed up, in which the dictionary atom d and
sparse coefficients a are given by

d =
Ea

‖Ea‖2
,

a = ETd.

(2.14)

In fact, Rubinstein et al. show that a single iteration gives a close result compared
to the full computation via the SVD [RZE08]. In our experiments, we have used the
approximate K-SVD to learn normal event dictionaries. We show the approximate
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K-SVD in Algorithm 4.

Algorithm 4 Approximate K-SVD [RZE08]
1: Input: input data X ∈ RP×N , initial dictionary D0 ∈ RP×K in C, target

sparsity ζ, number of iterations T
2: Output: Learned dictionary D in C
3: for t = 1,...,T do

Find sparse codes A using any pursuit algorithm e.g. the OMP algorithm:
4: for n = 1,...,N do
5:

an = arg min
a
‖xn −Da‖22 subject to ‖a‖0 ≤ ζ (2.4)

6: end for
Update dictionary D:

7: for k = 1,...,K do
8: Dk = 0 . No contribution of the kth atom
9: I = { i ∈ {1, ..., N} | ak,i 6= 0 }
10: a = ATk,I
11: d = XIa−DAIa . Update the dictionary atom d, Eq. (2.14)
12: d = d/‖d‖2
13: a = XT

I d− (DAI)
Td . Update the sparse coefficients a, Eq. (2.14)

14: Dk = d . Set the updated atom to the column in D
15: Ak,I = aT . Update the kth row and the columns in I
16: end for
17: end for
18: return D

Online dictionary learning. So far, we have seen the dictionary learning al-
gorithms which require the entire input data before the learning stage. In the
literature, this is called offline learning. Offline learning may be problematic in cer-
tain situations: (1) training over very large input data is computationally infeasible
due to resource constraints, e.g. memory. (2) data may not be stationary so that
"re-training" becomes necessary. Online machine learning algorithms are a common
technique to address this.

In the same vein, Mairal et al. [MBPS09] propose an online dictionary learning
algorithm that updates the dictionary iteratively as new data become available. It
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helps to reduce memory requirements to learn a dictionary from large input data,
and the dictionary can be adapted to new data dynamically.

The online dictionary learning algorithm [MBPS09] employs the same alternating-
minimisation scheme as in Algorithm 2. However, this time, sparse coding is com-
puted using `1 convex relaxation. Particularly, Mairal et al. [MBPS09] suggest that
using the least-angle regression (LARS) algorithm [EHJ+04] in dictionary learning
leads to a more robust result. Then, the algorithm updates a dictionary iteratively
using the block-coordinate descent approach [MBPS09]. The main advantage of the
block-coordinate descent approach is that it is hyper-parameter free and effective in
practice.

2.3 K-means clustering

K-means is one of the most famous and widely used clustering algorithms in data
analysis. The standard k-means algorithm was first proposed by Stuart Lloyd in
1957 as a technique for pulse-code modulation, and later on, published in 1982
[Llo82]. Therefore, the k-means algorithm is often called Lloyd’s algorithm in the
literature. Clustering is a common approach in the unsupervised learning methods
for abnormality detection [SRB12]. However, we use it only after the feature extrac-
tion step to cluster different motion features and remove small clusters, which are
deemed to contain noisy features.

Let us first define the k-means formulation in a generic clustering problem. The
k-means algorithm requires two input parameters: a set X = {x1, ..., xn} of n data
points and an integer k denoting the number of desired clusters. The goal is to find k
centres C = {c1, ..., ck}, and assign each data point x into k sets S = {s1, ..., sk} such
that the sum of squared distances for every data point and its distance to the closest
centre are minimised. This can be shown formally as the following optimisation:

min
S

k∑
i=1

∑
x∈si

‖x− ci‖2. (2.15)

The global optimum solution of (2.15) is computationally difficult problem. The k-
means or Lloyd’s algorithm (and many of the variants) converges to a local optimum
solution and refines in an iterative way. The pseudo-code for the k-means algorithm
is given in Algorithm 5.

Selecting proper initial cluster centres is one important factor that affects the per-
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Algorithm 5 K-means algorithm [Llo82]
1: Input: Set X = {x1, ..., xn} of n data points, the number of desired clusters k
2: Output: Cluster centers C = {c1, ..., ck}, Set of clusters S = {s1, ..., sk}
3: Arbitrarily select k inital cluster centers C = {c1, c2, ..., ck}
4: do
5: ∀i ∈ {1, ..., k}, assign each data point x to its closest cluster center ci
6: ∀i ∈ {1, ..., k}, update the cluster centers ci as

ci =

∑
x∈si x

cardinality(si)
.

7: while C change . Or until reaching the maximum iteration
8: return C, S

formance of the k-means algorithm. For instance, assuming data has well-separated
clusters, selecting closer data points as cluster centres would produce bad clusters.

Instead of sampling centres arbitrarily, Arthur and Vassilvitskii [AV07] propose a
better initialisation heuristic for the k-means algorithm, which they have called k-
means++. The initialisation heuristic calls for scattered cluster centres. This is
achieved in the following. First, an initial centre c1 is arbitrarily selected from the
data. Let Dist(x,C) denote the distance from a data point x to the closest cluster
centre in C. The next cluster centre ci = x̂ ∈ X is selected with a probability given
by

Dist(x̂, C)2∑n
i=1 Dist(xi, C)2

, (2.16)

and this process is repeated until all k initial cluster centres are selected. In other
words, the probability of choosing x̂ as a new cluster centre is high if x̂ is not
close to the already chosen cluster centres. After we choose all initial centres using
k-means++, clustering is identically performed to the k-means algorithm [AV07].
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3 Literature review

In this section, we review the related studies in abnormal event detection research.
Because there is a vast literature in this area, first we describe the methodological
approach we use for this section. Next, a total of 18 papers are reviewed in three
separate sub-sections: (1) representation of the events, (2) classification frameworks,
(3) evaluation methodology and standard datasets. At the end of the section we
express our findings resulted from the literature review.

3.1 Methodological approach of the literature review

Overview. First, we look through the topic at hand to understand the scope of
the literature. In order to cover a sufficient amount of publications, we have used
Scopus, Elsevier’s peer-reviewed literature database. In the design of the query,
we have considered having enough coverage with as few outliers as possible. The
literature and application areas are vast; as a result, the glossary used among the
researchers differs. Hence, we have included nearby terms to the search query, such
as anomaly detection, unusual behaviour, suspicious event recognition, and so on.
We have explicitly left out some related computer vision topics (object detection,
activity recognition) to narrow down the scope. Had we included these topics within
our search query; it would have been resulted in more papers to inspect. The Scopus
query, as given in Figure 4, has yielded 505 studies in the literature.

In this topic, we see an increasing trend each year with few exceptional years and
peak at 54 papers in 2018. The average number of documents published each year
is 20. The distribution of abnormal event detection researches over the years is
illustrated in Figure 5. Majority of the studies are conference papers, which is in
general similar in computer vision research. Top three publishers by country are
China, the United States, and India. Next, we examine the related surveys to see
common findings and missing factors in abnormal event detection research.

Related surveys. Existing surveys in this topic cover broader problem formula-
tions, assumptions, various applications, and a variety of techniques of event descrip-
tion and classification models [PW12, SRB12, LCW+15, MZ18]. First considering
the environment, according to the findings in these surveys, the individuals are
the most common abnormality target, following the traffic, and crowds. The lack
of anomaly detection on inanimate objects is noted in [SRB12]; though, some ap-
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TITLE-ABS((abnormal OR anomaly OR unusual OR suspicious)

(detection OR recognition)

(event OR behaviour OR scene OR crowd OR surveillance)

(image OR camera OR video))␣

AND SUBJAREA(comp)␣

AND KEY(("pattern recognition") OR ("computer vision") OR

("video surveillance") OR ("abnormal event detections"))␣

AND NOT TITLE(object OR activity OR action OR tamper OR intrusion)␣

AND NOT KEY(network OR iot)␣

AND NOT ALL(medical OR medicine)␣

AND (LIMIT-TO(LANGUAGE,"English"))

Figure 4: The Scopus query is used to collect the relevant studies in the abnormal
event detection research area. The search query has resulted in 505 documents on
2019-12-31, which includes a wide range of techniques.
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Figure 5: The distribution of abnormal event detection studies published between
1995 and 2019. The Scopus query in Figure 4 is used to collect the documents.
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plications regarding the security of an object, for example, to prevent shoplifting,
commercially exist. Majority of the researches apply anomaly detection to video
data that is collected from the visible-spectrum camera. Other sensors, such as
infrared camera or audio, are rarely used. Sodemann et al. [SRB12] mention most
of the research addresses higher resolution images and considers fields of view that
cover only the middle range (10-100 m2). Extreme cases, such as very near or far,
are less likely studied.

Comparable to the other computer vision tasks, we observe the great variety of event
representation techniques and learning models applied for abnormal event detection.
A recent survey by Mabrouk and Zagrouba [MZ18] list popular feature types used
for abnormal event detection: motion-based information, interest points, spatio-
temporal volumes, shape features, texture features, object tracking. The abnormal
event detection algorithms are generally categorised as supervised, unsupervised, or
semi-supervised. Most frequently, normal events are learned. However, despite the
popularity, none of the surveys mention deep learning-based methods either used
at the event representation or learning stage. Existing video surveillance systems
are only pointed out by Mabrouk and Zagrouba [MZ18], but their effectiveness is
not discussed. Earlier surveys [PW12, SRB12] state the lack of available datasets
for evaluating the effectiveness of the algorithms. However, we note that it is no
longer valid. In the following sections, we will present the commonly used datasets.
Computational requirements and run time performances of the algorithms are often
not included in the reviews.

Due to the visual difficulties and distinct semantics, the techniques used for crowded
scene analysis and the interaction among the objects involved in a scene (individual,
group) are treated separately. In this regard, Li et al. [LCW+15] examine the
techniques that are used in different video tasks, such as motion pattern learning,
behaviour analysis, and anomaly detection; but only from the crowded scene’s point
of view.

Conclusion. Abnormal event detection is a widely studied topic, and there are
several ways to categorise research. Popoola and Wang give a sample of possible
themes for grouping research publications, such as unsupervised event modelling,
hybrid of generative and discriminative models [PW12]. Differently from the other
surveys, we seek to create a more focused review on sparse representation based
methods, either used at event representation or learning stage. So we refine the
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search query and manually select the relevant publications. We have ended up
reviewing 18 papers in this section.

3.2 Event representation

A high-resolution image consists of millions of pixel data. For a video, data size is
much larger. With a more compact representation of data, it is more efficient to
perform computer vision algorithms. As a result, scientists have long attempted to
find various feature extraction methods to find the relevant piece of information for a
particular task in image processing and computer vision. Such abstraction not only
gives data compactness but also makes features robust to a variety of changes in
illumination, rotation, scale, and so on. Here, we check the commonly used features
in sparse representation based methods for the abnormal event detection task. Table
1 shows a summary of features types and representation methods that are used in
these papers.

Feature types and representation References

Hand-crafted

Spatio-temporal volumes [LSJ13, SFH16, YLS17,
MH17, LSWJ18, GDL19]

Optical-flow based features [ZFFX11, CYL13, HFWW13,
YLZ+16, HSS18, YFL18]

Appearance features [ZFFX11, CWZ+17, YFL18]

Interest points [ZFFX11, DBR16, YFL18]

Trajectory based features [CWZ+17, LLXZ18]

Learned
Autoencoder [SFH16, SWXS18, LSWJ18]

Convolutional neural networks [CXYC19]

Sparse dictionary learning [XLJ16]

Table 1: Common feature extraction and representation methods, which are used
for abnormal event detection.

Assuming in any context, one can find what constitutes an abnormal event in a
scene; features should be highly descriptive to represent both local or global ab-
normal events, which may exist spatially, temporally, or both as mentioned in
[PW12, CYL13]. Local abnormality means that an activity of an individual is con-
sidered significantly different from its vicinity; whereas, in global abnormality, the
global activity in a scene that changes abruptly can be considered abnormal. For
instance, a person walking towards in the wrong direction in a subway entrance is a
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local, and a sudden crowd movement due to an explosion is a global abnormal event.
In any case, features play an essential role to represent events in a scene, whether it
is to detect a local or global abnormal event.

Spatio-temporal volumes have been found useful in motion representation. Within
each predefined local region in an image, they are sampled temporally. An illustra-
tion of spatio-temporal volumes is shown in Figure 6. One major disadvantage is
the large feature space; as a result, immense memory requirements. Once spatio-
temporal volumes are extracted, image properties, such as texture, appearance,
motion features can be described by applying various algorithms.

y 

x 
t 

Figure 6: Spatio-temporal volumes are sampled along time axis in a video, the
figure is based on Yu et al. [YLS17]. The yellow star illustrates a hypothetical
interest point, where spatio-temporal volumes are extracted around this point.

One common approach is to use the 3D gradient features to represent both appear-
ance and motion information in a scene. We note that the 3D gradients that are
applied to spatio-temporal volumes are used commonly due to its descriptiveness and
low computational requirements by several studies [LSJ13, YLS17, MH17, LSWJ18,
GDL19]. When the feature is applied along the temporal dimension of a video, it
is sometimes referred to as the spatio-temporal gradient feature. A common setup
is to extract spatio-temporal volumes from non-overlapping local regions and apply
the 3D gradients afterwards. Two studies use the feature in different variations to
improve the classification result. Masoudirad and Hadadnia [MH17] extract the fea-
tures from near and far planes in a scene, and train them separately. Geng et al.
remove background in a scene using a Gaussian mixture model before the feature
extraction step.

Instead of extracting every local feature from predefined regions, interest points can
be used to find out regions based on mathematical formulations. An advantage is
that the feature space is sparser than the pixel representations. Further, interest
points are robust to certain changes in images, such as rotational invariance. Corner
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detection is a well-known example of interest points. In the video domain, interest
points are often extended to the spatio-temporal domain. Several studies use interest
points [ZFFX11, DBR16, YFL18]. In Figure 6, we illustrate a spatio-temporal
volume extracted from a hypothetical interest point marked as a yellow star.

The optical flow feature consists of motion direction and magnitude components.
They are considered as global features because the computation involves the entire
image. It is computationally expensive but expressive in motion representation.
Cong et al. [CYL13] propose the multi-scale histogram of optical flows (MHOF) and
a set of spatio-temporal basis to represent global and local abnormality. The MHOF
feature is used by several studies [HFWW13, YLZ+16, HSS18].

Optical flow features are also used in combination with other features in different
studies. For example, Zhao et al. [ZFFX11] extract spatio-temporal interest points
from sliding windows; followed by computing the histogram of oriented gradient
(HOG) and the histograms of optical flow (HOF) features representing the final
feature vector. Yuan et al. [YFL18] follow the same scheme; they instead com-
pute spatio-temporal interest points from non-overlapping regions. The difference
is in the application of sliding windows operation. Each sliding window also adds
neighbouring patches by a given step size, and therefore one obtains more features.

Some studies model motion trajectories in a scene to learn abnormal. Lv et al.

[LLXZ18] propose the repulsive forces feature for crowd anomaly detection, where
tracklets are extracted by a deep optical flow model. Chen et al. [CWZ+17] use the
HOG feature followed by the Kalman filter to construct motion trajectories; they
use this to learn vehicle behaviour.

Until now, we have seen previous research that employs hand-crafted features. Re-
cently, learned features, such as artificial neural networks have received attention
due to superior performance over hand-crafted features in certain computer vision
tasks, e.g. object detection. In [CXYC19], a deep 3D convolutional neural network
model (C3D) is used to extract features. In [SFH16, SWXS18, LSWJ18] the latent
information in a scene is constructed by autoencoder models in which normal events
are learned in an unsupervised way. Xue et al. [XLJ16] use the histograms of sparse
codes (HSC), such features are learned from data by employing sparse dictionary
learning. They have shown that the HSC is more descriptive than the combination
of HOG-HOF features. Usually, these methods require a large amount of data and
high processing power to find informative features.
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3.3 Classification frameworks for abnormal event detection

Methods based on sparse representation are effective for the abnormal event detec-
tion task. The main idea is to represent input data as sparse linear combinations of
a set of atoms, typically from a learned dictionary. Results show that normal events
could be reconstructed using a small number of atoms with a small reconstruction
error; whereas abnormal events need a large number of atoms resulting in a high
reconstruction error. Here we present briefly a variety of classification frameworks
for abnormal event detection that primarily use sparse representation.

Starting from the earlier studies, Zhao et al. [ZFFX11] propose unsupervised abnor-
mal event detection based on online dictionary learning algorithm for sparse coding
introduced by [MBPS09]. Cong et al. [CYL13] introduce sparse reconstruction cost
criterion to detect abnormal event. However, their approach is offline (batch) and
suffers from the concept drift problem. Han et al. [HFWW13] address this issue,
and they propose an adaptive online dictionary learning method. We observe that
these methods are limited by particularly low time efficiency in testing.

Two studies consider the geometric structure of the training data to maintain lo-
cal properties of data points as well as the correlation to its neighbours [YLZ+16,
YFL18]. In the method by Yi et al. [YLZ+16], each sample’s dictionary atoms are
linearly reconstructed by nearest k neighbours, they name it constrained sparse rep-
resentation model, and for testing sparse reconstruction cost is adopted [CYL13]. On
the other hand, Yuan et al. [YFL18] employ reference events, which are learned from
a Gaussian mixture model, to enforce structural information. They use smoothness
regularisation jointly formulated within the sparse representation framework algo-
rithm. We see that considering the manifold structure of input data improves the
detection accuracy in these papers compared to, e.g. [CYL13].

In video processing, representing the input using linear combinations of atoms based
on a single large dictionary may cause some complications, most critically the high
computation cost. Lu et al. [LSJ13] address this issue and propose a very efficient
method that can operate in real-time with a decent detection rate, which they call
sparse combination learning framework. Sparsity constraint is coded directly as a
set of combinations (some studies use group dictionary term instead) of bases, where
each combination contains a fixed number of dictionary atoms. With this change, a
large scale dictionary problem is relaxed into many small-scale combinations. Dur-
ing testing, the goal is to find a combination with the minimum reconstruction error.
Results are mostly positive and motivating others to adopt this method. Two studies
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use sparse combination learning framework directly, they only differ in the feature
description step [MH17, GDL19]. Three studies [YLS17, LLXZ18, LSWJ18] con-
tribute in the following way: (1) Yu et al. use low-rank approximation and sparse
combination learning to capture normal event dictionaries [YLS17]. Advantages
of the method are: the number of dictionary atoms is adaptively found, improved
abnormal detection rate, and reduced training time. (2) Lu et al. propose an on-
line variant of their previous algorithm to handle concept drift problem and high
memory requirements [LSWJ18]. The online variant achieves competitive result in
detection compared to the former method [LSJ13], while adapting to the changes in
the scene. (3) An alternative dictionary updating strategy is proposed by Lv et al.
[LLXZ18]. After the initial group dictionaries learning, the local or global update
happens according to the reconstruction error of two consecutive group dictionaries.

Dutta et al. propose a new definition for an outlier data point: "... a data point
is deemed an outlier if it is strongly constituted of dictionary atoms that rarely
constitute other points." [DBR16]. The rarity of dictionary atoms is calculated using
negative log activity ratio (NLAR). Then, they propose rarity based outlier detection
(RODS) algorithm with both online and offline variants applied in sparse coding,
and utilise in three different computer vision tasks: saliency detection, abnormal
event detection, change detection. They achieve better abnormal event localisation
compared to, e.g. [CYL13].

The study by Xue et al. formulate abnormal crowd event detection in optimal path
discovery problem solved by Max-Path algorithm [XLJ16]. Methods here so far have
only considered normal events in training. Interestingly, He et al. use both normal
and abnormal events given as training data for abnormal detection based on multiple
instance learning (MIL) and dictionary learning [HSS18]. They use a MIL classifier
to determine only the positive bags (abnormal), and the reconstruction error from a
dictionary gives the final result. In [CWZ+17], sparse representation and similarity
based trajectory classifiers are used to learn vehicle behaviours. While the trajectory
classifier alone has a competitive result, learning the sparse representation helps to
improve the performance. In the comparative analysis, the method has achieved the
best result among the other algorithms.

Furthermore, three studies utilise artificial neural network models, particularly au-
toencoders and convolutional neural networks [SFH16, SWXS18, CXYC19]. Sabokrou
et al. utilise a sparse autoencoder model to compute the sparsity and a standard
autoencoder to calculate the reconstruction error of normal patches [SFH16]. Ab-
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normal events are classified accordingly to the cascade classifier. On the other hand,
Sun et al. [SWXS18] introduce the first formulation of sparse representation frame-
work based on variational autoencoders. Chu et al. use the C3D model to extract
features, and sparsely encodes to learn new features [CXYC19]. After learning the
features, they utilise the sparse combination learning framework for abnormal event
detection [LSJ13]. Although the cost of their complexity, hybrid approaches are
indeed effective in moving toward more robust anomaly detection.

3.4 Evaluation methodology and standard datasets

Evaluation methodology. There are mainly four evaluation levels applied to
assess the predictions from an anomaly detection system. We use the definitions
from several studies [MLBV10, CYL13, LSWJ18], and present each evaluation level
in the following.

Frame-level: A prediction is flagged as abnormal if there is at least one abnormal
feature (instead of "feature" sometimes "pixel" term is used) in a frame. Predictions
from each frame are compared against frame-level ground truths. Datasets without
pixel annotations can be used, as this evaluation is not interested in evaluating the
locations of abnormal events. This is the most frequently applied evaluation level.

Object-level: A prediction is flagged according to spatial locations of anomalies.
To evaluate a prediction, intersection over union is computed as:

Ap ∩ Ag
Ap ∪ Ag

≥ τo, (3.1)

where Ap is the predicted abnormal pixels, Ag is the ground truth regions, and τo
is the object-level threshold. An advantage is that datasets do not have to provide
pixel-perfect annotations to evaluate the predicted localisation. We see that this
measurement is used in two studies [YFL18, LSWJ18].

Pixel-level: Similarly to the object-level evaluation, a prediction is flagged accord-
ing to the locations of anomalies. The locations of the predicted abnormal pixels
that are compared to the ground truth abnormal masks must be equal or higher
than 40%, which is calculated similarly to equation (3.1).

Event-level: In this evaluation, the motivation is to assess the method’s capability
in detecting abnormal events in a more general way. Predictions about localisation
and frame are extrapolated to event level predictions. According to the Cong et al.,
if more than one frames are detected as abnormal (false-negative frame predictions
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can also be tolerated), and the location of an anomaly in a scene is determined
correctly then an event-level prediction is flagged [CYL13]. However, the authors
do not provide sufficient information on how systematically an event-level prediction
should be detected.

Regardless of the evaluation levels, performance metrics derived from the binary
classification test are used. First, we present the fundamental terminologies in binary
classification in Table 2. In the table, the columns indicate prediction classes, rows
indicate ground truth classes, and indexes of the 2 × 2 matrix are the results of a
prediction.

Prediction

Normal Abnormal

G
ro
un

d
tr
ut
h Normal

True negative (TN): How
many normal events are
truly normal events?

False positive (FP): Pre-
diction causes a false
alarm.

Abnormal
False negative (FN): A
true abnormal event is
missed.

True positive (TP): An
event predicted as abnor-
mal and it is truly an ab-
normal event.

Table 2: Binary confusion matrix for abnormal event detection problems.

Using the results from a binary confusion matrix, one can calculate the standard
performance metrics to evaluate a model. Table 3 introduces the definitions of the
performance metrics, which are commonly used in the reviewed studies. We note
that primarily, metrics that are derived from the receiver operating characteristic
(ROC) curve are used to evaluate the methods. The ROC curve is used to plot the
performance of a classification model at multiple threshold settings, and consists
of two parameters: true positive rate (TPR) compared against false positive rate
(FPR). Higher the AUC and EDR better a model performs. Lower the EER better
a model performs. The ROC curve of a good model is closer to the axis on the
top-left side of a figure. Moreover, the accuracy, F1, TPR (also known as recall),
and precision are also frequently used metrics, and a higher value of these metrics
indicate good performance.

For runtime performance analysis frames per second (FPS) is a commonly accepted
metric. Runtime performance analysis is usually done at feature extraction, model
prediction, or for overall method speed.
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Metric Definition

True positive rate (TPR) TP
TP+FN

False negative rate (FNR) FN
FN+TP = 1− TPR

False positive rate (FPR) FP
FP+TN

Precision (P) TP
TP+FP

Accuracy TP+TN
TP+TN+FP+FN

F1 score 2·P·TPR
P+TPR

Area under curve (AUC) Area under the ROC curve

Equal error rate (EER) The common value at which FPR = FNR

Equal detection rate (EDR) EDR = 1 - EER

Table 3: Commonly used performance metrics for anomaly detection methods.

Standard datasets. Secondly, we note the availability of various abnormal event
detection datasets in recent years. In this study, we are specifically interested in un-
derstanding abnormal crowd events. Therefore, we present the most frequently used
datasets, which are designed for understanding crowd events. We do not mention
rarely used datasets, or the datasets that are used in different contexts, e.g. vehicle
behaviour learning.

Upon checking the publications in our review, we see that there are four commonly
used datasets for abnormal crowd event detection. Among them, the UCSD dataset
[MLBV10] is by far the most frequent (13), followed by the UMN dataset [MOS09]
(6), Subway [ARSR08] and Avenue [LSJ13] datasets are equally frequent (5). In
Table 4, we compare these four datasets in each row against ten attributes that we
suggest. Only the UMN dataset is eligible for global abnormal event evaluation; in
other datasets abnormal events are local. In general, datasets are small to medium-
sized, shots are including indoor and outdoor environments with various camera
distances, and most of the time camera shot is from a high angle. Typically the
videos are in low quality due to the low resolution. Only the UCSD dataset pro-
vides pixel-perfect annotations to evaluate the anomaly localisation, which probably
explains why many studies use it. Notably, the UCSD dataset has the highest crowd
density, and Subway dataset has the least. Figure 7 illustrates samples of abnormal
events from these datasets.
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Entrance Exit Peds 1 Peds 2

Abnormal events Sudden crowd disperse

Person running, 

throwing objects, 

loitering

Data size

1 hour 36 

minutes a 

long video

43 minutes 

long a 

video

4 minutes long video 

consists of 11 clips

70 image 

sequences: 

34 for 

training, 

36 for 

testing

28 image 

sequences: 

16 for 

training, 12 

for testing

37 videos: 16 for 

training, 21 for testing

Environment Indoor+Outdoor Outdoor

Camera distance Medium to long Medium

Camera angle High Eye-line

Video resolution 320 x 240 238 x 158 360 x 240 640x360

Crowdedness Relatively crowded Relatively crowded

Frame-level annotation ✖ ✔

Pixel-level annotation ✖ Bounding-box

Accessibility ✔ ✔

Datasets

✔

Attributes

✔Upon request

Indoor

✔

Long

Crowded

UCSD [MLBV10]Subway [ARSR08] UMN [MOS09] Avenue [LSJ13]

512 x 384

High

Strange pedestrian 

motion, non-pedestrian 

in the walkways

Walking in wrong 

direction, loitering, no 

payment

Outdoor

✖ ✔

High

Close to medium

Sparse

Table 4: Subway, UMN, UCSD, Avenue datasets are compared in each row against
ten attributes, listed on the leftmost column [ARSR08, MOS09, MLBV10, LSJ13].
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Figure 7: Example abnormal events from various datasets. Subway: loitering
(Subway-entrance), wrong direction (Subway-exit) [ARSR08]. UMN: sudden crowd
disperse in 3 different scenes [MOS09]. UCSD: non-pedestrians, car and bikers,
in the walkways [MLBV10]. Avenue: a strange object is thrown and a person is
suddenly running [LSJ13].
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3.5 Review findings

The objective of this section was to get more insight into standard approaches in
sparse representation based methods either utilised for feature learning or learning
algorithm in abnormal event detection. In doing so, we reviewed 18 abnormal event
detection studies, which we discussed in three sub-sections: event representation,
classification frameworks, evaluation methodology.

Firstly, we note the effective representation of learned features, particularly deep
learning-based features, and the state-of-the-art result demonstrated in combina-
tion with sparse representation based methods. Deep learned features generalise
very effectively with more data and can be adapted to different contexts better than
hand-crafted features. However, depending on applications, utilising deep learn-
ing techniques may not be feasible. The main arguments can be listed as follows:
learning informative features require a large amount of training data, learning from
data is computationally as well as financially expensive, and the last one is that
difficulties concerning to interpretation deep learning models [GDL19]. We observe
that hand-crafted features still have competitive abnormal detection performance
compared to learned features. For example, Chu et al. [CXYC19] compares the
abnormal detection performance of different features, and we see that the spatio-
temporal gradient features are quite close to the deep learned features. Only the
study by Xue et al. [XLJ16] use sparse coding in feature learning. On the other
hand, nearly all studies use only normal activities from videos to learn events; only
one study [HSS18] uses both abnormal and normal events.

Although the methods based on sparse representation work well in detecting ab-
normalities in a scene, most are yet to operate in real-time due to high testing
cost, which is very crucial in video analysis. We note that only the algorithm by
Lu el al. [LSJ13] shows promising results; the algorithm has high runtime perfor-
mance with low hardware requirements and good classification result. However,
we have observed high training time reported for this method in different studies
[YLS17, GDL19].

On the other hand, certain studies do not include runtime performance analysis of
their algorithms at all [XLJ16, YLZ+16, SWXS18, LLXZ18, YFL18]. This certainly
limits the comparative analysis in the research.

Many algorithms are evaluated with highly structured scenes, where the camera is
usually stationary and shots taken from high angles, which is to imitate security
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cameras. Additional research attention is needed to evaluate methods for the videos
taken from different perspectives, such as videos taken from body cameras. More-
over, the demonstrated standard datasets do not have a variety or large enough data
in order to evaluate the generalisability of methods. For example, only a small set
of datasets are suitable for evaluating the localisation of abnormal events. It is not
a surprise since manual pixel annotation is laborious work. Therefore, seeking for
high-quality abnormal event detection datasets still remain as an open issue.
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4 Methods

In this section, we describe our two-stage sparse representation based abnormal
crowd event detection framework. Please note that we give the details of hyper-
parameters settings in Section 5.1.

Firstly, in Section 4.1, we explain the feature extraction method that is used for event
representation. We use the spatio-temporal gradient feature due to its effectiveness
and simplicity reported in other studies [LSJ13, SFH16, YLS17, MH17, LSWJ18,
ISPA18, GDL19].

Secondly, in Section 4.2, we describe our approach (the two-stage approach) in
detail where we in the first stage, employ the k-means clustering algorithm to group
features and remove the clusters with smaller samples. The idea is central to the
abnormal event detection framework proposed by Ionescu et al. [ISPA18] and it has
also motivated our work. However, we learn a dictionary for each cluster and use the
sparse reconstruction error for abnormality detection. We hypothesise that utilising
the k-means algorithm to remove smaller clusters and learning clustered features via
dictionary learning could provide robust abnormality detection.

The overview of the method is illustrated in Figure 8:

• In the training stage, we extract spatio-temporal gradients and perform k-
means to find different motion clusters. Then, we remove the clusters which
have smaller samples. For each remaining cluster, we learn a dictionary using
the approximate K-SVD algorithm [RZE08].

• In the testing stage, sparse codes against a new test instance are computed
using the batch variant of the orthogonal matching pursuit algorithm [PRK93,
RZE08] for all dictionaries that are learned in the training stage. The minimum
reconstruction error is compared against a predefined threshold to predict
abnormality of a feature.
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Figure 8: A visual depiction of our abnormal crowd event detection framework.
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4.1 The spatio-temporal gradient feature

Motivated by many studies in the literature review [LSJ13, SFH16, YLS17, MH17,
LSWJ18, ISPA18, GDL19], we use a spatio-temporal descriptor based on the 3D
gradients in our framework. This type of feature was first utilised by Kratz and
Nishino to model abnormal activities in an extremely crowded scene [KN09]. We
will now present the definition of the feature according to them.

Given the input video, we first convert frames from colour images to grayscale in
order to reduce the data dimension. Then, we uniformly partition each frame and
extract a set of non-overlapping patches. All patches have the same spatial size of
lx × ly, in terms of pixels, where lx is the width and ly is the height of a patch.
The resulting patches from lt consecutive frames are stacked together to form a
spatio-temporal volume of dimension Rlx×ly×lt . For a given volume V , the three
dimensional spatio-temporal gradients are computed for each pixel i as:

∇Vi = [
∂Vi
∂x

,
∂Vi
∂y

,
∂Vi
∂t

], (4.1)

where x, y, and t are the video’s horizontal, vertical, and temporal dimensions,
respectively [KN09]. The three-dimensional gradients represent both appearance
(∂V
∂x
, ∂V
∂y

) and motion (∂V
∂t
) patterns of a local region [YLS17]. However, we use

only the features computed along the temporal dimension of a video. We give an
example visualisation of a spatio-temporal gradient feature applied to the entire
image in Figure 9.

We follow the implementation provided by Del Giorno et al. [DGBH16], which
is replicating the spatio-temporal gradient feature extraction scheme by Lu et al.

[LSJ13]. The implementation5 is based on the MATLAB computing environment;
however, we implemented in the Python programming language. Unlike Lu et al.

[LSJ13] we do not apply dimensionality reduction using the Principal Component
Analysis (PCA) technique. Additionally, it is reported by Ionescu et al. [ISPA18]
that for a spatio-temporal volume in R500 (10 × 10 × 5) using 100 first principal
components of the gradient features do not affect the overall result. To be able to
eliminate the static features (as they do not contain motion information), we apply
a motion response threshold on the features. The sum of features of every sample
is compared to a motion response threshold. However, this threshold value varies

5MATLAB implementation of spatio-temporal gradient feature extraction, accessed on 2019-
11-24: https://alliedel.github.io/anomalydetection/

https://alliedel.github.io/anomalydetection/
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Figure 9: An example visualisation of a spatio-temporal gradient feature (right
image) applied to the entire image from a scene in the UMN dataset (left image).
On the right image, the white areas indicate motion or a change in pixel value.

depending on the size of the volume, and it is found empirically. For example, for
a volume of size 10× 10× 5 and its values in the range [0.0, 1.0], we used 5.0 sum
pixel intensity as our motion response threshold.

Then, the resulting feature vectors are normalised using `2-norm to make all the
features on a common scale. Here, we report a minor detail that this final pre-
processing step in the given implementation by Del Giorno et al. [DGBH16] diverges
from what is described in the original study by Lu et al. [LSJ13]. Instead of `2-norm
normalisation, Lu et al. [LSJ13] applies standardisation (the feature vector has mean
zero and standard deviation one).

The feature extraction process described here is applied identically at training and
testing stages. In training, the input video is required to contain only normal events;
and in testing, there is no such requirement. Another difference is that in the
training algorithm, the features that are deemed to be noisy are eliminated by the
k-means clustering algorithm before the dictionary learning algorithm. Whereas, in
the testing algorithm, the features are not additionally clustered, but given directly
as input to compute the sparse codes for prediction.

4.2 The two-stage sparse representation based method

Here we explain the two-stage sparse representation based classifier by first present-
ing the training algorithm and later the algorithm for testing a single feature.
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Training algorithm

First stage. In the first stage of our training algorithm, the goal is to eliminate
the noisy features and group similar motion features for the learning task. After
we extract spatio-temporal gradient features, we use a clustering-based algorithm
to achieve this.

There are various clustering methods available in the literature. Due to the high
performance in data clustering, we employ the k-means clustering algorithm [Llo82]
with k-means++ initialisation [AV07] as presented in Section 2. We have used
the implementation from scikit-learn, the popular machine learning library in the
Python programming language [PVG+11]. We experimentally decide the hyper-
parameters for the number of clusters k, and the minimum number of data points
in each cluster.

We assume noisy data points are far away from informative points in the feature
space, and that when the number of clusters k is large, most clusters containing
noisy points are sparse. So, once we cluster the data, we can eliminate the smaller
clusters according to the designated threshold value (experimentally determined),
and continue the learning task using the data in each remaining cluster. The same
assumption lies in the basis of the method by Ionescu et al. [ISPA18]. We similarly
illustrate this assumption on a synthetic dataset.

Using the two-dimensional Gaussian distribution, we generate 1000 data points from
two Gaussians in different locations (standard deviation σ = 0.8). We partition the
data into k = 50 clusters. Figure 10 shows the distribution of data points in each
cluster. We select the threshold value relative to the sample size. Setting the cluster
removal threshold to 14 data points eliminates 17 smaller clusters. In Figure 11, we
illustrate clustered data points that are partitioned into 50 clusters. It is apparent in
Figure 11 that the noisy features are well separated, and their corresponding clusters
are sparse. Although we have illustrated here the assumption on a synthetic dataset,
previous research validates the effectiveness of employing clustering prior to learning
on a real-world application [ISPA18].

Second stage. Although the clustering algorithms alone can be used for abnor-
mality detection, they are sensitive to high dimensional data. Therefore, after we
remove the smaller clusters using the k-means clustering algorithm, the goal in this
stage is to learn normal event patterns from each cluster. We formulate the learning
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Figure 11: Clustering result of 1000 data points into 50 clusters. The data points in
each cluster are depicted in Voronoi regions. Removed and remaining clusters can
be distinguished from the figure according to their cluster centres.

task as a sparse dictionary learning problem that is presented in Section 2.

Let S be the clusters that are determined initially, and let S∗ denote the remaining
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clusters in the first stage after removing according to a threshold, where k∗ is the
number of remaining clusters. Also, let X = [x1, ..., xN ] ∈ RP×N denote spatio-
temporal gradient features in cluster sj ∈ S∗. We learn a normal event dictionary
D = [d1, ..., dK ] for each cluster sj ∈ S∗ with a target sparsity ζ, as defined in (2.7),
where K is the number of atoms in the dictionary. Dictionary atoms are randomly
initialised from the input data. After dictionary initialisation, the approximate K-
SVD algorithm [RZE08] is used to optimise the dictionary and sparse coefficients.
Finally, the learned normal event dictionaries for each cluster are stored for testing.
We give the pseudo-code for the training algorithm in Algorithm 6.

We first implemented the approximate K-SVD algorithm in Python and used the
Python implementation of the batch-OMP algorithm from the scikit-learn library.
However, the Python implementation ran quite slowly (7-15 FPS). Therefore, we
used a highly-optimised, parallel, C++ implementation of the approximate K-SVD
algorithm, which is available open-source. This has greatly improved the run time
performance of our framework (60-300 FPS). The implementation also provides
Python bindings, so that we used it in our framework without much change. How-
ever, at the time of writing, there were some dependency and compatibility issues
with the implementation. We contributed to it by fixing the issues, and used this
implementation throughout in the experiments6.

Algorithm 6 Training algorithm
1: Input: Clusters S∗ = {s1, ..., sk∗}, target sparsity ζ
2: Output: Learned dictionary set Dout = {D1, ..., Dk∗}
3: Dout = ∅
4: for each sj ∈ S∗ do
5: Initialise dictionary Dj ∈ RP×K using data points in sj.
6: Optimise the dictionary and the sparse coefficients, as defined in (2.7),

using the approximate K-SVD [RZE08]. . See Algorithm 4.
7: Dout = Dout ∪ {Dj}
8: end for
9: return Dout

6Fork of the efficient implementation of the approximate K-SVD algorithm, accessed on 2019-
11-25: https://github.com/eozer/pyksvd

https://github.com/eozer/pyksvd
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Testing algorithm for a single feature

In the final step of our abnormal detection framework the goal is to compute the
sparse coefficient vector a for a new test instance xtest ∈ RP using the learned dictio-
naries from set Dout. The general assumption in sparsity-based abnormal detection
is that the sparse coefficient vector is dense for abnormal instance. Whereas, it is
sparse for a normal instance. Therefore, decision for xtest can be made according to
the reconstruction error from ‖xtest −Da‖22, and a given threshold T .

Pseudo-code of the testing algorithm for a single spatio-temporal gradient feature is
given in Algorithm 7. For each learned dictionary in Dout, we compute the sparse
coefficients of x, and its reconstruction error (line 6). In computing the sparse coeffi-
cients, we use a greedy method, a variant of orthogonal matching pursuit algorithm,
called batch-OMP algorithm by Rubinstein et al. [RZE08]. The minimum recon-
struction error is used to decide whether a test instance is abnormal or normal. We
scale the reconstruction errors into the range [0.0, 1.0]. A higher value means that
a feature has a higher abnormality score. Lastly, we follow a set of post-processing
techniques, similar to previous studies [LSJ13, DGBH16, ISPA18]. We smooth the
obtained predictions using a three-dimensional uniform filter. We use the multi-
dimensional uniform filter implementation (scipy.ndimage.uniform_filter) from
SciPy package [JOP01].

Algorithm 7 Testing a single feature with the two-stage method.
1: Input: Input feature x ∈ RP , Dout = {D1, ..., Dk∗}, threshold T , target sparsity
ζ

2: Output: Reconstruction error Emin

3: E = ∅ . Initialise reconstruction errors
4: for each Dj ∈ Dout do

Find sparse codes A using OMP: . See Algorithm 1.
5:

aj = arg min
a

∥∥x−Dja
∥∥2
2
subject to ‖a‖0 ≤ ζ (2.4)

6: Ej =
∥∥x−Djaj

∥∥2
2

. Compute the reconstruction error
7: E = E ∪ {Ej}
8: end for
9: Emin = min(E) . Take only the minimum reconstruction error
10: return Emin
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In order to get frame-level abnormal decisions, we apply a set of post-processing
steps. First, we aggregate the scaled reconstruction errors of every feature in a
frame and take the highest one. For example, for an image size of 160 × 120

(width×height) extracting 10 × 10 non-overlapping patches yields 192 sub-regions.
So for 192 abnormal predictions, we take the highest value. Next, we apply the
one-dimensional Gaussian filter along the temporal dimension to smooth the frame-
level abnormality scores. We use the one-dimensional Gaussian filter implementa-
tion (scipy.ndimage.gaussian_filter1d) similarly from SciPy package [JOP01].
Then, we scale the frame-level abnormal predictions into the range [0.0, 1.0]. In this
case, a higher value indicates that a frame has a higher abnormality score. Lastly,
a frame-level threshold is used to decide whether a frame is abnormal or not.
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5 Experiments and results

In this section, we conduct extensive experiments and report the results of our
abnormal detection framework. In Section 5.1, we describe the used dataset, com-
mon hyper-parameters, evaluation criteria, and experiment workstation. In Section
5.2, we present the initial experiment result based on common hyper-parameters
used from the literature. In Section 5.3, we analyse the effects of different hyper-
parameters on the performance of the method. Finally, we compare our approach
against different methods in Section 5.4.

5.1 Experiment settings

UMN dataset

We are mainly interested in understanding global abnormal events, such as an escape
scenario or a panic situation in a crowd. Therefore, we used the UMN dataset in
all our experiments [MOS09]. The UMN dataset consists of three different scenes, a
total of 11 video clips. There are 7740 frames (scene 1: 1453, scene 2: 4144, scene 3:
2143), which is an approximately 4 minutes long video. The dataset has a resolution
of 320×240 (width×height) pixels. The normal events are people walking around
randomly, and the abnormal events are sudden crowd dispersal, imitating a panic
situation. We illustrate a set of samples of each scene from the UMN dataset in
Figure 12.

To train and test our algorithm, we followed the common practice, where first N
frames from each scene were used for training, and the remaining frames were used
for testing [CYL13, HFWW13, YLZ+16, LSWJ18, ISPA18]. However, there is no
consensus on how many frames to choose [CYL13, HFWW13, YLZ+16, LSWJ18].
For example, Cong et al. [CYL13] use first 400 frames from each scene. Whereas,
Han et al. use 30, 60, 90 from scene 1—3, respectively [HFWW13]. Therefore,
we followed the approach by Yi et al. [YLZ+16], and used 400, 300, 400 frames
from scene 1—3, respectively. By using these numbers of frames, we use specifically
normal events while retaining a high number of features from each video clip in the
training stage.

The UMN dataset provides frame-level annotations embedded in the video. Due
to the lack of text-based frame-level annotations, we document the ground truth
annotations of abnormal frames for each video clip in Table 5. Note that to use
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Figure 12: Sample normal and abnormal events from the UMN dataset.

the annotations from Table 5 one needs to first convert the UMN dataset from
a video format to an image format, and rename the frames starting from one to
the end of a video clip. The processed dataset can be downloaded from the link
http://tiny.cc/processed_umndset (accessed on 2020-02-06).

Video clip
Frame numbers
Start End

Scene 1
01 526 615
02 706 815

Scene 2

03 354 533
04 604 683
05 533 742
06 484 563
07 774 895
08 494 667

Scene 3
09 600 639
10 630 659
11 770 789

Table 5: The frame-level annotations of abnormal frames of the UMN dataset.

https://helsinkifi-my.sharepoint.com/:f:/g/personal/egec_ad_helsinki_fi/EgFwDyFHMdpLvZDfossbawMBgsWK9JnnsdFL-s_yd7uKjQ?e=MSzNkI
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Common hyper-parameters

In our initial experiment, we used common hyper-parameters settings from the lit-
erature [LSJ13, XLJ16, LSWJ18, ISPA18]. Unless otherwise stated, the hyper-
parameters mentioned here can be assumed to be fixed within all our experiments.

We resized each frame from the UMN dataset to 160 × 120 pixels and extracted
uniform non-overlapping patches of size 10×10 pixels. The patches from 5 consec-
utive frames were stacked together to form spatio-temporal volumes, and then we
took gradient along the temporal dimension of spatio-temporal volumes. Motion
response threshold was set to 5.0 sum pixel intensity to remove all static features.
We applied `2-norm normalisation to each feature individually. The final feature
vector had a dimension of 500. We processed the UMN dataset video with a frame
stride (i.e., how many frames are skipped) of 1 in order to generate as many features
as possible.

Ionescu et al. choose the number of clusters k always proportional to the training
data [ISPA18]. They restrict this so that there are on average 1000 features per
cluster, and they remove the clusters with less than 500 features. We used a pre-
defined number of clusters, and the cluster removal was controlled by a percentage
value (instead of a fixed number of samples) to be able to adapt the changes of
sample sizes dynamically. For example, setting the cluster removal percentage to
25% means that we remove at least 25% of the smaller clusters, depending on the
distribution of samples in all clusters. We experimentally selected 20 clusters, and
removed 40% of clusters. We restarted the k-means algorithm 10 times and took
the best cluster assignments. For a single run of the k-means algorithm, maximum
iteration was set to 300. In further sections, we also report the effect of different
cluster sizes and cluster removal percentages.

For each remaining cluster, we learned a dictionary with 2000 atoms. Sparsity
term ζ was set to 1. Maximum iteration for optimising each dictionary was set
to 500 iterations. Convergence tolerance of a dictionary was set to 10−8. If a
dictionary convergence was reached, we stopped early and did not continue for
further iterations.

Lastly, the post-processing parameters were as following; the three-dimensional uni-
form filter size was set to 3 and the standard deviation for one-dimensional Gaussian
filter was set to 5.0.
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Evaluation criteria

In this thesis, we used only frame-level evaluation criteria. An algorithm was used
to determine if frames contain normal or abnormal events. The result was then com-
pared to the frame-level ground-truth annotations for each frame. The true positive
and false positive rates were calculated accordingly. We computed the true positive
rate versus the false positive rate for different threshold values in order to draw a
receiver operating characteristic curve. Finally, the performance was summarised
using the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve. In all experiments,
we have optimised for the area under the receiver operating characteristic curve.

In addition, we used the classification accuracy and the F1 score in order to provide
a simple and intuitively easy way to interpret the performance of methods. We used
Youden’s J statistics to calculate optimum frame-level threshold index from receiver
operating characteristic curve, given by

toptidx = arg max
true positives

true positives + false negatives
− false positives

false positives + true negatives
. (5.1)

Furthermore, the classification accuracy and the F1 score were calculated accord-
ingly. See Table 2 for the definitions of the aforementioned metrics. The run-
time performance is reported in terms of frames per second. We report end-to-end
prediction pipeline speed, which includes feature extraction, prediction, and post-
processing steps. We also report the evaluation results for each scene separately.
Results for the UMN dataset were calculated by averaging the results of all the
scenes, and expressed as ’Overall’ in figures and tables. We used the macro-average
method to simplify the calculation of overall results.

Experiment workstation

All the experiments were performed using Python version 3.6.10 on an Intel Xeon
2.40 GHz processor with 32 GBs memory. We used the Intel Math Kernel library
(Intel MKL) to leverage the optimised math routines. The performance impact
without Intel MKL may be a subject to change. But, we observed between 5—
10 times performance gain by compiling Intel MKL and linking to several Python
libraries. The five most frequently used Python libraries in our experiments were
OpenCV (version 4.1.2.30) [Bra00], SciPy (version 1.3.1) [JOP01], NumPy (version
1.18.1) [WCV11], scikit-learn (version 0.22.1) [PVG+11], and PyOD (version 0.7.7)
[ZNL19].
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5.2 Initial experiment

Using the hyper-parameters introduced in Section 5.1, our abnormal event detection
framework took approximately two hours to train and test for the UMN dataset.
In the following pages, we first present the qualitative result of our framework and
demonstrate for each scene frame-level detection results as well as the spatial location
of abnormal events on testing videos. We then provide the quantitative results on
the performance of our framework.

Qualitative results on UMN scene 1

We start by reporting the number of samples in the training and testing stages. In
training, we obtained a total of 76800 samples after the feature extraction process.
Setting the motion response threshold to 5.0 sum pixel intensity, removed a large
number of samples, 71616. Only the remaining 5184 samples were used for the
training stage. The training took approximately 10 minutes to finish. Moving on
to the testing stage, we got 200448 samples after the feature extraction, where
183684 samples were removed similarly by the motion response threshold. This
means our method made predictions only for the remaining 16764 samples, and the
removed samples were determined already as normal. The runtime performance was
on average 101 FPS.

In Figure 13, we illustrate the frame-level abnormality scores on Video02 in the
UMN dataset. Abnormal frame threshold was calculated as 0.39 for Video02 by
Equation 5.1. The smoothed abnormality scores, as shown in Figure 13b, were the
final results of our method for decision making on Video02. We select a set of frames
(260, 670, and 715) from Figure 13c to take a closer look at the spatial location of
some normal and abnormal events. The corresponding results by our approach
are visualised in Figure 14. Due to the nature of our problem being imbalanced,
more frames were classified as normal than abnormal. However, our method can
generally understand abnormal crowd events in scene 1. For example, we illustrate
a true positive abnormal crowd activity detection result in Figures 14e and 14f. We
observe a few findings according to these results.

First, the post-processing steps have a positive effect on our abnormal event detec-
tion framework. We illustrate the frame-level without and with the post-processing
steps in Figures 13a and 13b, respectively. The most obvious difference between
these two figures is fluctuation in the scores. According to the figure, the post-
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processing steps improved stability and detection performance as it smoothed out
sudden changes. For example, frame 260 is above the threshold in Figure 13a, and
in 13b it is just below the threshold. We visualise the abnormality scores of the
corresponding features of frame 260 in Figure 14a, and next to it 14b shows the
final detection result. Due to smoothing, frame 260 was classified as a true negative
(normal event), and so that the abnormal event alert was not triggered. In fact, one
can observe the same pattern on different frames.
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Figure 13: The frame-level abnormality scores provided by our framework on
Video02, UMN scene 1. (a) Abnormality scores as a function of a frame number,
without the post-processing steps are applied, denoted by solid lines while shaded
red regions denote ground truth. (b) Same as (a), but including the post-processing
steps. The abnormal threshold is computed as 0.39 for Video02, which is denoted by
the dashed red line. (c) Frames 100, 335, 670 and 715 are shown as some examples
from Video02. The corresponding abnormality scores of the frames are annotated
as red points in (a) and (b).

Second, the frame-level ground truth in the UMN dataset seems to be defined with
a certain assumption in mind. From this standpoint, our approach failed in some
cases. For example, our method generated numerous false positives, specifically
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Figure 14: Spatial location of some normal and abnormal events determined by our
framework on Video02, UMN scene 1. Abnormal event threshold is set at 0.39 for
Video02. Red regions with white bounding boxes indicate an alert triggered by our
framework. (a), (b) present a true negative on Frame 335. (c), (d) present a false
positive on Frame 670 due to early warning. (e), (f) present a true positive on
Frame 715. Annotated texts, as well as the colour maps in (a), (b), (c) indicate an
abnormality score of a spatio-temporal gradient feature. The severity of an abnormal
feature is illustrated by a higher value and being closer to red colour on the colour
map.

between frame 670 and 704, where the abnormality score kept rising starting from
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0.57. We show an event localisation result of frame 670 (a false positive prediction)
in Figures 14c and 14d. When we further examine this, it is difficult to validate
whether the frames belong to normal frame class, because the escape situation seems
to be starting around frame 670. Nevertheless, we conclude that our method failed
in these cases due to the early warning.

Qualitative results on UMN scene 2

We similarly begin by giving an overview of training and test stages in scene 2. In
training, we got 230400 samples after the feature extraction, 226902 of which were
removed and the remaining 3498 samples were used for training. Despite the number
of samples after the feature extraction, the number of samples that were used in the
training stage of UMN scene 2 was even less than scene 1. This implies there is less
crowd movements in scene 2. Training took approximately 8 minutes. In testing, we
obtained a total of 559680 samples, 537762 were removed, and prediction was done
only for the remaining 21918 samples. The runtime performance on scene 2 was on
average 226 FPS.

In Figure 15, we illustrate the frame-level abnormality scores on Video07 in the
UMN dataset. Here, our method performed poorly compared to scene 1. Several
spikes can be observed from the raw output in Figure 15a, where no post-processing
was applied. Even smoothing does not seem to help much. It can be seen from
Figure 15b that the abnormality score decreases towards the end of the video as the
scene becomes empty. The abnormal frame-level threshold was computed as low as
0.27 (See Eq. 5.1), and as a result, our method generated large amounts of false
positives.

We select a set of frames (210, 750, and 825) from Figure 15c, and look closer
into the detection results in Figure 16. We illustrate two false positive cases in
Figures 16a, 16b and 16c, 16d. Specifically, Figures 16a, 16b illustrating a false
positive detection result belonging to frame 210. Observe the high abnormality
score of a patch in Figure 16a, which caused a false alert. The reason seems to be
because of sudden illumination changes that occur as a result of a person entering
the scene. Methods by previous research also generate the same false alert on this
event [ISPA18]. Next, in Figures 16c and 16d, we see that our method alerted early
again according to the ground truth, and therefore we classified frame 750 as false
positive. Nevertheless, our method was still be able to detect the abnormal crowd
activity on Video07. We show an example detection result from frame 825 in Figures
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16e and 16f.
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Figure 15: The frame-level abnormality scores provided by our framework on
Video07, UMN scene 2. (a) Abnormality scores as a function of a frame num-
ber, without the post-processing steps are applied, denoted by the solid lines; while
shaded red regions denote ground truth. (b) Same as (a), but including the post-
processing steps. The abnormal threshold is computed as 0.27 for Video07, which
is denoted by the dashed red line. (c) Frames 75, 210, 750 and 825 are shown as
some examples from Video07. The corresponding abnormality scores of the frames
are annotated as red points in (a) and (b).
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Figure 16: Spatial location of some abnormal events determined by our framework on
Video07, UMN scene 2. Abnormal event threshold is set at 0.27 for Video07. Red
regions with white bounding boxes indicate an alert triggered by our framework.
(a), (b) present a false positive on Frame 210 due to a person entering to hall
and lightning change. (c), (d) present a false positive on Frame 750 due to early
warning. (e), (f) present a true positive on Frame 825. Annotated texts, as well as
the colour maps in (a), (b), (c) indicate an abnormality score of a spatio-temporal
gradient feature. The severity of an abnormal feature is illustrated by a higher value
and being closer to red colour on the colour map.
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Qualitative results on UMN scene 3

Overview of the training and testing stages for UMN scene 3 was as follows. In
training, we got 76800 samples after the feature extraction, 65316 of which were
removed and the remaining 11484 samples were used for training. Training took
approximately 1 hour 36 minutes, which was more than the combination of scene
1 and scene 2. In testing, we obtained a total of 332160 samples, 276286 were re-
moved, and prediction was done only for the remaining 55874 samples. The runtime
performance on scene 3 was on average 60 FPS, being the lowest one compared to
the first two scenes.

In Figure 17, we illustrate the frame-level abnormality scores on Video11 in the
UMN dataset. First, we observe the abnormality score on average is the highest
among all scenes regardless of the effect of the post-processing steps, as shown in
Figures 17a and 17b. We note that the ground truth region of Video11 is much
tighter than earlier test videos. However, there is a clear difference in the case of
abnormal crowd activity. With the computed threshold value 0.60, our method can
clearly separate the normal and abnormal events.

We select a set of frames (275, 730 and 770) from Figure 17c. We present a true
negative, a false positive, and a true positive classification result in Figure 18. De-
spite the density (in small region there are momentarily 7 people) and the constant
movement of the crowd in Figure 18a and 18b, our framework classified a normal
event correctly. The density and fast-paced crowd movement may also explain why,
on average, the frame-level abnormality score was higher on scene 3 than the previ-
ous two scenes. Next, we illustrate a false positive example that belongs to frame
730 in Figure 18c and 18d. Similarly in previous scenes, our method made an early
detection according to the ground truth, and therefore the result is false positive.
However, this time it is obvious from frame 730 that there is a sudden crowd disper-
sal. Finally, we illustrate a true positive detection in Figures 18e and 18f. Starting
from frame 770 it can be seen that our method correctly detected abnormal crowd
activity.
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Figure 17: The frame-level abnormality scores provided by our framework on
Video11, UMN scene 3. (a) Abnormality scores as a function of a frame number,
without the post-processing steps are applied, denoted by solid lines while shaded
red regions denote ground truth. (b) Same as (a), but including the post-processing
steps. The abnormal threshold is computed as 0.60 for Video11, which is denoted by
the dashed red line. (c) Frames 100, 275, 730 and 770 are shown as some examples
from Video11. The corresponding abnormality scores of the frames are annotated
as red points in (a) and (b).
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Figure 18: Spatial location of some normal and abnormal events determined by our
framework on Video11, UMN scene 3. Abnormal event threshold is set at 0.60 for
Video11. Red regions with white bounding boxes indicate an alert triggered by our
framework. (a), (b) present a true negative on Frame 275. (c), (d) present a false
positive on Frame 730 due to early warning. (e), (f) present a true positive on
Frame 770. Annotated texts, as well as the colour maps in (a), (b), (c), indicate an
abnormality score of a spatio-temporal gradient feature. The severity of an abnormal
feature is illustrated by a higher value and being closer to red colour on the colour
map.
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Quantitative results

Here, we quantitatively evaluate the performance of our framework in terms of ROC
curve, AUC score, classification accuracy, and F1 score.

We present ROC curves and AUC scores of our method on each UMN scene and
overall UMN dataset in Figure 19. Scene-wise abnormal frame thresholds were
calculated according to the ROC curves, and they were equal to 0.40, 0.36, and
0.51 for UMN scene 1-3, respectively. We note that these thresholds are different
from what we have shown previously. The closer a ROC curve of a model is to the
upper-left corner of a figure, the better it performs. According to this, our method
performed best on UMN scene 3 with 0.89 AUC score. It has a reasonably high
detection rate when the false positive rate is low. Furthermore, the worst result
obtained on UMN scene 2 with 0.66 AUC. Observe how the ROC curve of our
model on UMN scene 2 is close to a random guess. There is only 0.16 AUC score
difference. Overall, our method achieved 0.78 AUC on the UMN dataset.
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Figure 19: ROC curves and AUC scores (given in parenthesis) of our method on
UMN scene 1 (blue), scene 2 (brown), scene 3 (purple), and overall UMN dataset
(red). ROC curve of a random guess is shown as dashed black lines.

In addition, we present normalised confusion matrix and performance metrics of our
method on each UMN scene and overall UMN dataset in Figure 20. Despite the
differences in AUC scores, observe how the classification accuracies are similar in
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each UMN scene. Our method achieved 0.751 classification accuracy on the UMN
dataset; scene 3 was the easiest one. However, observe also the F1 score on UMN
scene 3, which is equal to 0.293 being the worst among all scenes. Low F1 score
can be explained by the fact that there are only small numbers of abnormal class
instances in UMN scene 3. As a result, there are less true positive data being
classified.

In summary, we get an unsatisfactory result in our initial experiments compared to
previous research. For example, a pure optical flow approach achieves 0.84 AUC on
the UMN dataset [MOS09]. However, this also indicates that there is room for im-
provement. Better results may be obtainable by setting different hyper-parameters.
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Figure 20: Normalised confusion matrix and performance metrics of our framework
on UMN scene 1 (a), scene 2 (b), scene 3 (c), and overall UMN dataset (d). Colour
map of confusion matrices for abnormal event classification is presented on the right.
Darker blue colour means more data is being classified in that class.
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5.3 Effect of hyper-parameters

We explore the following hyper-parameters that may improve abnormal event de-
tection result: number of dictionary atoms (K); sparsity term (ζ); cluster size and
cluster removal percentage; motion response threshold; post-processing filters; image
size, patch size, and motion response threshold. We used the grid search method
to perform hyper-parameter optimisation. A parameter under consideration was
exhaustively searched from a pre-defined search space, while the rest of the hyper-
parameters were fixed according to the common hyper-parameters introduced in
Section 5.1.

Number of dictionary atoms (K). Complex crowd activities may demand
more dictionary atoms for a better representation. With the increased number of
dictionary atoms (K), we may improve the AUC. We illustrate the change of AUC
with respect to the number of dictionary atoms (K) on the UMN dataset in Figure
21. The search domain forK was set to 500 ≤ K ≤ 5000 with a linear increment step
of 500 atoms. It can be seen from the figure that a larger dictionary does not always
improve AUC. Luo et al. have a similar observation about the effect of dictionary
size in their method on different datasets [LLG17]. Moreover, the difference in AUC
for each scene is negligibly low. There is a slight AUC improvement with the peak
at 1500 dictionary atoms on UMN scene 1 and 2. However, as K was increased in
each cluster, the training time was also significantly increased due to more iterations
in the dictionary update step. In conclusion, the dictionary atom size has a minimal
effect on the performance of our framework.

Sparsity term (ζ). ζ controls the sparsity of solution in Equation (2.4); the
smaller ζ, the more sparse it is. ζ was changed according to the search space
1 ≤ ζ ≤ 10. Observe how this hyper-parameter affects the method in Figure 22.
No clear correlation was found between AUC and ζ. There is a general increase in
AUC on UMN scene 2 and 3. On the other hand, AUC decreases in UMN scene 1.
It can be seen that the optimal number of ζ varies in each scene, and on the UMN
dataset it equals to 7 non-zero coefficients. However, the maximum AUC difference
is approximately 0.005. It indicates that the effect of sparsity term (ζ) in AUC is
again too small on the UMN dataset.
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Figure 21: AUC versus number of dictionary atoms (K) on UMN scene 1 (a), scene
2 (b), scene 3 (c), and overall UMN dataset (d).
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Figure 22: AUC versus sparsity term (ζ) on UMN scene 1 (a), scene 2 (b), scene 3
(c), and overall UMN dataset (d).
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Cluster size and cluster removal percentage. Our framework’s first stage is
mainly controlled by cluster size and cluster removal percentage hyper-parameters.
The search space was limited to the cartesian-product of cluster size = {10, 20, ..., 100}
and cluster removal percentage = {0, 20, 40}. Cluster removal equals 0% means that
all clusters were kept during training. We show the change of AUC with respect
to cluster size and cluster removal percentage in Figure 23. It can be seen that
removing smaller clusters, as opposed to not removing them at all, always improve
the AUC. However, no significant difference for cluster removal percentages 20%
and 40% was evident. The greater cluster removal percentage performed better,
with some exceptions, e.g. at k = 60 on UMN scene 1 and 3. On the other hand,
we observe an overall decrease in AUC for each scene when the number of clusters
increases. The reason may be the small amounts of training samples during the
training.
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Figure 23: AUC versus cluster size and cluster removal percentage on UMN scene
1 (a), scene 2 (b), scene 3 (c), and overall UMN dataset (d).

Motion response threshold. To determine motion features from the static ones,
we apply a certain threshold after the feature extraction. Setting a large threshold
eliminates most of the samples while setting a small threshold allows more samples
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to be included in the training, but we add less informative features as a trade-off.
The search space for finding the optimum motion response threshold was set to
{1.0, 1.5, ..., 8.0}. Figure 24 demonstrates how this hyper-parameter affects AUC on
the UMN dataset. Mostly, there is an increase in AUC as the threshold increases.
This confirms the fact that allowing more samples, but correspondingly introducing
more noisy features, would indeed harm AUC. However, there has been a slight
decline in AUC for the threshold greater than 5.5 in Figure 24c. For a feature size
10× 10× 5, the optimal threshold varies for each scene (scene 1: 7.5, scene 2: 6.0,
scene 3: 5.5). The maximum difference in AUC approximately equals to 0.2, which
can be observed in Figure 24a.
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Figure 24: AUC versus motion response threshold on UMN scene 1 (a), scene 2 (b),
scene 3 (c), and overall UMN dataset (d).

Post-processing filters. We show the change of AUC for the post-processing
filters, i.e. three-dimensional uniform and one-dimensional Gaussian filter. The
search space was limited to the cartesian-product of a three-dimensional uniform
filter size = {3, 5, 7, 9, 11} and standard deviation for one-dimensional Gaussian
filter = {3.0, 5.0, 7.0, 9, 0, 11.0}. According to Figure 25, no significant effect of
the Gaussian filter in AUC was observed. The reason may be the uniform filter is
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already able to smooth the sudden changes good enough, and therefore the Gaussian
filter becomes excessive. From the figure, it can be seen that the optimum three-
dimensional uniform filter size equals to 3.0, and the bigger filter size always affects
the performance poorly.
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Figure 25: AUC versus 3D uniform filter size and standard deviation for 1D Gaussian
filter on UMN scene 1 (a), scene 2 (b), scene 3 (c), and overall UMN dataset (d).

Image size, patch size, and motion response threshold. Depending on the
image resolution and patch sizes, local or global abnormal events may be more
distinct than the normal events. For example, a local abnormal activity, such as a
person pickpocketing may be more noticeable in a scene using a smaller patch size.
Therefore, we explored the change of AUC with respect to image size, patch size,
and motion response threshold. Repeating the exhaustive search for the optimum
threshold was necessary because a motion response threshold may not be suitable
for different feature sizes. The search space was set to the cartesian-product of
image size = {80 × 60, 160 × 120, 240 × 180, 320 × 240}, patch size = {5 × 5, 10 ×
10, 20× 20}, and motion response threshold = {3.0, 6.0, 9.0, 12.0, 15.0}. At the end
of 60 experiments, exciting results were achieved. First, the superior performance
of patch size = 5× 5 with the threshold = 3.0 can be noticed in every setting of the
experiment, as shown in Figure 26. In general, patch size = 20× 20 was the worst
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performer compared to the smaller patches; still, the AUC scores were comparable
only on the smaller image resolution, especially when image size = 80× 60. On the
other hand, no significant advantage of particular image size under the right motion
response threshold setting was seen. Finally, it can be seen that previous results so
far were outperformed, with AUC= 0.832 (Figure 26o) in the UMN dataset using the
following hyper-parameters: image size= 240× 180, patch size = 5× 5, and motion
response threshold= 3.0. In conclusion, a higher resolution image and smaller patch
size tend to work well together.
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UMN scene 1 (a—d), scene 2 (e—h), scene 3 (i—l), and overall UMN dataset
(m—p). The runtime errors due to lack of samples as a result of a large motion
response threshold are indicated as ∅ on the plots.
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5.4 Comparative analysis

We hypothesise that the two-stage sparse representation based approach can con-
tribute to a more robust abnormal event detection. We empirically compared our
approach against different methods to reveal the hypothesis under consideration.
The competitors, highlighted in bold below, were selected based on the following
questions:

• How does our method (2STG-AKSVD) perform compared to its base clas-
sifier? That is, the approximate K-SVD algorithm (AKSVD).

• Do we get comparable result when we use different unsupervised learning al-
gorithms, e.g. one-class support vector machine (OCSVM) [SPST+01]?

• Does the two-stage approach have a positive effect on abnormal event detec-
tion? For example, how does the two-stage one-class support vector machine
perform (2STG-OCSVM)?

In Section 5.3, the best result was achieved by setting image size= 240× 180, patch
size = 5 × 5, and motion response threshold= 3.0. This experiment took 1 hour
and 20 minutes to train. We updated the hyper-parameters for our framework
according to the best result. No further hyper-parameter search was performed for
our framework in this section.

General hyper-parameter selection scheme for the rest of the competitors was the
following. All of the methods used the same hyper-parameters in the feature ex-
traction step. Furthermore, the "two-stage" approaches (i.e., 2STG-AKSVD and
2STG-OCSVM) used the same hyper-parameters in the first stage of training (num-
ber of clusters, cluster removal percentage etc.). Hyper-parameters for the individual
unsupervised learning algorithms (i.e., AKSVD and OCSVM) were optimised ac-
cording to the grid search method, and similarly for the 2STG-OCSVM method as
well. We give details of the hyper-parameters of the competitors in the following
way.

For AKSVD algorithm, we performed grid search only for two hyper-parameters,
and the best-performing ones were: number of dictionary atoms (K) = 5000 and
sparsity term (ζ) = 1 non-zero coefficient. Because there was a single dictionary
that needed to be trained, the maximum iteration for the dictionary convergence
was set to 5000 steps. Each search step took approximately 20 hours to train. The
rest of the hyper-parameters were set according to Section 5.1.
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The implementation from PyOD Python library was used for the OCSVM algorithm
[ZNL19]. In fact, PyOD library implementation is based on libsvm [CL11]. A non-
linear, radial basis function (RBF) kernel was applied, γ and ν hyper-parameters
[SPST+01] were set both as 0.1 according to the grid search result. A search step
took on average 25 minutes to train, which is very quick if one compares to previous
methods. For other parameters default values were utilised from the library [ZNL19].

Lastly, the hyper-parameters of the 2STG-OCSVM method were set as follows. For
the first stage part, the hyper-parameters were set as same as the 2STG-AKSVD
method, such as the number of clusters was set to 20, cluster removal percentage
was set to 40%, and so on. Next, for each cluster OCSVM was trained with the RBF
kernel, γ and ν hyper-parameters [SPST+01] were exhaustively searched. According
to the grid search result, the best hyper-parameters were found as γ = 0.002 and
ν = 0.5. On average, a search step took 12 minutes to train, which was even faster
than OCSVM. Likewise, for other parameters related to OCSVM, default values
were set according to the PyOD library [ZNL19].

A comparison of the competitors in terms of AUC, classification accuracy, F1 and
FPS are presented in Table 6. Moreover, we show the ROC curves in Figure 27.
Overall, the performance of AKSVD, 2STG-AKSVD, 2STG-OCSVM were similar.
Despite the slight differences, it can be seen from the table that 2STG-OCSVM
performed best in AUC= 0.840, and 2STG-AKSVD performed best in classification
accuracy= 0.852 and F1 score= 0.592 on the UMN dataset. According to Figure
27b, all of the methods had a similarly disappointing performance on UMN scene 2,
the best performer was OCSVM with AUC=0.692. That is only a 0.192 difference
than a random guess classifier. This indicates that changes in other than a black-
box classifier is needed to improve the performance on UMN scene 2. Next, AKSVD
was the fastest method with 235 FPS on the overall UMN dataset. The two-stage
approaches in comparison to their base methods always ran slower. This is not
surprising considering that the two-stage approaches perform predictions for each
cluster and select the result with a minimum error. With this result, also observe
the improvements in classification accuracy and F1 score of our method over the
initial experiment result from Section 5.2.

According to the results on the UMN dataset, using the two-stage approach is in-
effective when combined with a sparse representation based method. We observed
using AKSVD without the two-stage approach in general not only performed better
or equivalent on two out of three scenes, but it was also faster. However, this was
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not true in the case of OCSVM and its two-stage version. 2STG-OVSVM was better
than OCSVM almost in every classification metric, with an exception only in AUC
on UMN scene 2 (Table 6). According to the results, one can conclude that the two-
stage approach works well with OCSVM. This finding was in line with the effect of
learning explored by Ionescu et al. [ISPA18] in "Narrowed Normality Clusters".

UMN dataset Metrics
Methods

AKSVD1 2STG-AKSVD2 OCSVM3 2STG-OCSVM4

Scene 1

AUC 0.927 0.925 0.880 0.915
Accuracy 0.902 0.898 0.817 0.852

F1 0.785 0.773 0.640 0.701
FPS 280 133 133 49

Scene 2

AUC 0.691 0.681 0.692 0.690
Accuracy 0.770 0.764 0.751 0.768

F1 0.554 0.547 0.544 0.549
FPS 333 255 302 155

Scene 3

AUC 0.899 0.890 0.863 0.914
Accuracy 0.879 0.895 0.771 0.898

F1 0.420 0.456 0.272 0.445
FPS 90 95 36 12

Overall

AUC 0.839 0.832 0.812 0.840
Accuracy 0.850 0.852 0.780 0.839

F1 0.586 0.592 0.485 0.565
FPS 235 161 157 72

1 AKSVD: approximate K-SVD. 2 2STG-AKSVD (proposed): two-stage approximate K-SVD.
3 OCSVM: one-class support vector machine. 4 2STG-OCSVM: two-stage one class-support vector machine.

Table 6: Comparison of AUC, classification accuracy, F1 score, and FPS on the
UMN dataset. The best method under a performance metric is highlighted in bold
within the table row. Abbreviations of the competitors are listed at the bottom of
the table.
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Figure 27: Frame-level comparison of the ROC curves of the competitors on UMN
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in the figure.
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6 Discussion

The main objective of the current study was to implement an abnormal event de-
tection system to automate time-consuming video surveillance task. In an attempt
to improve the abnormal event detection performance, we proposed a two-stage ap-
proach based on the k-means clustering in the first stage, and sparse representation
based methods, such as the batch-OMP and the AKSVD algorithms, in the sec-
ond stage. Results suggest that our framework can successfully understand unusual
crowd activities in a scene, and are comparable to previous research. However,
other than slight differences in standard measurements, no significant advantage of
using the two-stage sparse representation approach over a single large dictionary was
observed. In this section, we first revisit the findings of our study, discuss its lim-
itations and suggest mitigation strategies, where appropriate. Then, we underline
unanswered questions for other potential improvements in future research. Lastly,
we discuss the usefulness of the study.

Revisiting findings

Contrary to expectations, we did not find a significant difference between AKSVD
and its two-stage version. The reason for this is probably that the remaining samples
after the feature extraction was too small so features were not effectively separated
by k-means clustering. Also, learned dictionaries were similar as a result; the dif-
ference between AKSVD and our method was minimal. This contradicts our initial
assumption because we expected that as cluster size increase, performance improves
(see Figure 23). Nonetheless, further experiments are needed to determine what is
the required sample size for the two-stage approach to be useful.

However, in the case of OCSVM and its two-stage version, if we think of cluster
centres as something like support vectors, k-means clustering helped in performance
improvement regardless of sample size by further narrowing down decision bound-
aries. Therefore, we confirm the effectiveness of the two-stage OCSVM approach,
as suggested by Ionescu et al. [ISPA18].

One may claim that the two-stage approach reduces the training time, as suggested
by the results. Indeed, that might be certain if we had learned the dictionaries for
each cluster in parallel. However, due to hyper-parameter differences, such improve-
ment is not clear to us.
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We find the ground truth of the UMN dataset sometimes controversial. According
to qualitative results (see Section 5.2), the abnormal activity, i.e. a sudden crowd
dispersal, had begun earlier than what the ground truth indicates. Because of this,
our method generated numerous false positives for each scene by alerting it early.
One explanation could be the annotation strategy of the UMN dataset; but, to date,
this remains unknown [MOS09]. Biswas and Babu made a similar observation, where
their method got 0.74 AUC on the original and 0.95 AUC on the modified ground
truth version of the UMN dataset [BB13]. They also experimented on the UCSD
dataset [MLBV10], which is considered as a more challenging dataset, and obtained
0.78 AUC. We did not propose such a modification in this study. But we believe that
such a modification or a clarification on the annotation strategy is further needed.
Were the experiments to be repeated, we would suggest another abnormal crowd
activity dataset to be used due to the confusions the UMN dataset ground truth.

One positive outcome of this project was the runtime performance. As mentioned
in the literature review section, many studies either do not performed performance
analysis or their methods were not suitable for testing in real-time. Due to this
prior work, the runtime performance of the selected methods was worrying. How-
ever, the results on the UMN dataset show that our framework is suitable for a
real-time application. Indeed, the primary reason is the use of the parallel and C
++ implementations of the batch-OMP and AKSVD algorithms. Initially, we im-
plemented in pure Python and utilised efficient packages, such as SciPy [JOP01],
NumPy [WCV11], but still, the C++ implementation of the algorithms was approx-
imately ten times faster. From a theoretical aspect, the use of a greedy algorithm,
compared to `1-norm solvers, on sparse code generation is likely another factor.
If Ren et al.’s findings were accurate; greedy algorithms require less computation
time, and the OMP algorithm is approximately 180 times faster than the LASSO
algorithm [RPO+16]. Another reason is the use of simple and fast, spatio-temporal
gradient feature in event representation, which consists of a few matrix operations.
Due to these design choices made, our project has reached real-time video processing
speed.

Limitations of the study

This study had several limitations that should be mentioned. Firstly, we describe the
shortcomings of the method. Then, we talk about problems which are introduced
by the experimental setup.
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Shortcomings of the method

Despite the advantages, there are also various limitations due to the feature extrac-
tion method used by this study. First, long-term temporal relationships in a video
were not effectively used. In experiments, our method used only five consecutive
frames to represent events in a spatio-temporal volume. It represents a short time.
While sudden changes in a short time may mean an anomaly, such as a panic situa-
tion, in a longer duration we may also understand more complex behaviours. Cong
et al. used 16 frames in their method for UCSD Peds 1 dataset, whereas they used
five frames for the Subway dataset [CYL13]. This tells us there is no one-size-fits-all
solution for a temporal window size hyper-parameter. We did not analyse for the
hyper-parameter due to a small number of samples. Finding the right threshold to
generate useful features, in general, was challenging in the study. Therefore, we con-
firm the finding by Mabrouk and Zagrouba, who indicated the feature’s sensitivity
to hyper-parameters [MZ18].

Second, we disregarded colour data in a video because we converted all images to
grayscale. Colour may serve as a useful appearance feature to understand certain
anomalies, for example, fire detection from a scene. An intuitive idea would be to
build feature vectors around a colour model.

The last limitation is related to the feature’s sensitivity to illumination changes,
e.g. we saw a false positive prediction due to this in Section 5.2. Illumination is a
common problem in computer vision [PW12, SRB12]. Solutions typically involve
a colour space transformation or a normalisation step to make features illumina-
tion invariant. All these limitations necessitate seeking for an alternative feature
extraction technique.

Let us move now to the limitations due to the learning algorithms. Our framework
requires a "re-training" process to adapt to the changes in a scene, such as daylight or
environmental changes, because of the offline learning approach. We could address
this issue by a global and local dictionary update strategy similar to Lv et al.’s
approach [LLXZ18]. In a global update, a dictionary is completely replaced for new
data. In a local update, a pre-trained dictionary is further iterated in the dictionary
update step for new data. A threshold value decides whether if a global or local
dictionary update should be carried out.

We noticed that the training time of the AKSVD algorithm, even for a small size
dataset, was higher than the OCSVM. We note generally sparse representation based
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methods require high training time, e.g. [LSJ13, YLS17]. Lu et al. addressed this is-
sue by proposing the online version sparse combination learning algorithm [LSWJ18].
In the same vein, we could utilise the online dictionary learning algorithm by Mairal
et al. to improve the training time [MBPS09].

Lastly, we used the same hyper-parameters while learning a dictionary for each
cluster. This reduced the complexity of selecting hyper-parameters in the dictio-
nary learning (i.e., K and ζ). However, we likely introduced non-optimal hyper-
parameters for the dictionaries. Fortunately, its implication on the detection per-
formance should not be so crucial according to the results.

Problems with the experimental setup.

We are aware that our experimental setup may have some limitations. We followed
the same experimental setup in training, where N first frames were used for training
and rest for testing as suggested by previous research. Although this is widely
accepted, one problem is that model tuning without cross-validation yields overfit.
Moreover, we used the exhaustive grid search method on pre-defined splits because
of the lack of cross-validation. Another is the lack of a mechanism to attenuate the
class imbalance problem.

Applying cross-validation is a typical approach to solve overfitting a model. How-
ever, we find it particularly difficult to apply, e.g. k-fold cross-validation without
ignoring the temporal elements in the problem. The question, does one apply cross-
validation on a frame or feature level, and how to ensure the proper split strategy?
From the literature review, we identified only two studies perform cross-validation
on their methods, but the details are not given [HSS18, CXYC19]. Liu et al. sug-
gest a leave-one-out cross-validation (LOOCV) strategy in action recognition task
[LLS09]. Similarly, for anomaly detection, LOOCV could be applied at video-level,
e.g. for each scene in the UMN dataset. This way, the hyper-parameters in our
method could be chosen without risk for overfitting.

Due to a lack of cross-validation, a brute-force approach was performed to alleviate
the technical overhead, and as a result, computational resources were wasted. Given
that LOOCV is applied, we could utilise the Random Search method, which is known
to yield faster and better hyper-parameters than human experts [BB12]. We note
in our literature review typically no details of hyper-parameter search methods are
indicated by the studies.
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The UMN dataset was imbalanced so that more frames were identified as normal
rather than abnormal. The effect on our study is that skewed data may bias some
performance metrics. The class imbalance is a common problem in anomaly de-
tection. Interestingly, we note that previous studies have not dealt with the class
imbalance problem in much detail. Image data augmentation techniques, such as
the horizontal flip of an image using imgaug package could be applied to increase
the minority class [JWC+20].

Unanswered questions

Several questions remained unanswered in our study. First, several hyper-parameters
were left out from the analysis due to the scope; the followings could be investigated
more: temporal window size, frame stride, dictionary initialisation scheme, and fea-
ture normalisation methods. From a practical point of view, we note that most of the
researchers in our review implemented their methods in MATLAB. What is the ad-
vantage of MATLAB’s image processing toolbox over the tools we use? We used the
reconstruction error computed by the batch-OMP algorithm; Lu et al. approximated
this using the ordinary least squares solution to speed up their method in testing
[LSJ13]. What is the runtime advantage, and performance trade-off of using the
approximated reconstruction error? Many studies [LSJ13, YLS17, LSWJ18] utilise
pyramid representation to improve the detection performance, which means they
combine multiple resolutions of an image from a scene. What is the performance
gain of using multiple scales over a single scale image in feature extraction?

Usefulness of the study

Despite the limitations, this study is the first step towards enhancing our under-
standing of a challenging computer vision task, abnormal event detection. Results
have been encouraging, and it motivates us to create improvements. Due to its
unsupervised learning nature, our framework can be adapted to different contexts
without additional annotation effort and using only normal events from videos. It
could be a part of an ensemble learning architecture to improve abnormal detection
performance. Moreover, the methods used for understanding anomalies may be ap-
plied to the action recognition task as well, by training binary classifiers for each
action.
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7 Conclusion

This study proposed a two-stage sparse representation based abnormal crowd event
detection framework. The main contributions of this thesis can be summarised in
three aspects.

First, we carried out a literature review of 18 studies, in which we focused solely
on methods related to sparse representation. We identified that most of the stud-
ies either could not operate in real-time or did not include any runtime analysis.
Motivated by the studies in our review, we selected the spatio-temporal gradient
feature for event representation. If a goal is to understand the motion in short-term
changes, e.g. in five consecutive frames, in a simple and fast manner, then we also
recommend the spatio-temporal gradient feature to be used.

Second, the proposed abnormal event detection framework performed 0.832 AUC,
0.852 classification accuracy, and 0.592 F1 score on the UMN dataset [MOS09].
Moreover, we were able to meet the real-time video processing requirement with 161
FPS. We presented that when parallel and efficient implementations were employed,
sparse representation based methods are also able to run fast.

Lastly, we analysed the effects of hyper-parameters and empirically compared our
framework against its base classifier (i.e., AKSVD), one-class support vector ma-
chine (OCSVM), and two-stage version of OCSVM. No significant effect of the two-
stage approach was found on the performance when combined with AKSVD, but
performance improvement was evident with OCSVM. We speculate that this might
be due to the small sample size. Nevertheless, we recommend using a single large
dictionary, which works slightly better or equivalent, and much faster on the UMN
dataset.

The most important limitation lies in the fact that our approach has not fully
exploited the temporal and colour data of a video. Thus, we plan to improve the
performance by combining with deep learned features that can extract long-term
dependencies. One approach would be to use the pre-trained convolutional neural
network (CNN) for action recognition task proposed by Tran et al. [TWT+18]. We
can use the pre-trained network to extract appearance and motion features from a
video and adapt for abnormal detection task by employing transfer learning. We
also aim to evaluate our approach on other standard datasets [ARSR08, MLBV10,
LSJ13].
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